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The following overview is divided into three sections.  Each section is presented in a question 

and answer format to enable the reader to more easily access specific discussion points.   

 

 

Section A.  Overview of affiliates and lead foundations 

 

This section summarizes the history of affiliates within the community foundation field, and 

highlights the primary considerations in any affiliate/lead relationship within the nonprofit world.  

There is a comparison of affiliate models and the relative amounts of control/autonomy afforded 

by each model as well as the potential liabilities of each.  Key components of any affiliate/lead 

relationship are outlined.  Finally, this section discusses the applicability of the National 

Standards for U.S. Community Foundations® to affiliate / lead relationships within community 

foundations, and the variance power feature of community foundations and the applicability of 

that power to affiliate component funds. 

 
Information in the first section was compiled with reference to: 

 The National Standards for U.S. Community Foundations® 

 “Nonprofit Chapters and Affiliates: Key Legal Issues, Pitfalls and Successful Strategies,” a July 12, 2012 

presentation by Jeffrey S. Tenenbaum, Esq., George E. Constantine III, Esq., and Janice M. Ryan, Esq. of 

Venable, LLP, Nonprofit Organizations Practice, Washington D.C. 

 “Geographic Affiliates and Lead Foundations:  Working (Even) Better Together,” a March 13-14, 2014 

presentation by Janet Topolosky, Director, The Aspen Institute Community Strategies Group, at the 

Council of Michigan Foundations 3
rd

 Annual Community Foundation Retreat. 

 

 

Section B.  Current Affiliate/Community Foundation of the Great River Bend Relationship 

Structure 

 

The second section focuses on the specific relationship between the Community Foundation of 

the Great River Bend and its affiliates.  Summarizing the history of the relationship, it covers in 

detail the provisions of the previous relationship documentation.  There is a discussion of the 

strengths and weaknesses of the historical relationship, and issues are identified that relate to the 

Community Foundation’s accreditation under National Standards. 

 

 

Section C.  Regional Philanthropic Services Outline 

 

The final section addresses the next step in the relationship between the Community Foundation 

of the Great River Bend and its affiliates.  “Regional Philanthropic Services” is the current 

approach being adopted by the Community Foundation as a result of a year of reflection and 

learning, and this section presents the details of this approach.  The outline presents options for 

CFGRB affiliates and addresses specific questions that have been raised by affiliate volunteers.  

There are five appendices to this section:  1. Memorandum of Understanding;   

2. Affiliate Disaffiliation Process; 3. Transfer Process for Funds Identified with an Affiliate; and 

4. Illustrated Affiliate Options. 
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A. OVERVIEW OF AFFILIATES AND LEAD FOUNDATIONS 

 

What is the definition of a geographic affiliate of a community foundation? 

There is no legal definition of a “geographic affiliate” although there are guiding principles.  In 

the context of community foundations, a geographic affiliate is a component fund, or collection 

of component funds, established within or by the “lead” community foundation, that serves a 

defined geographic region (within or nearby the lead foundation’s area) and is organized and 

built under a common advisory group from that region.  A geographic affiliate is simply a 

universal term for a common phenomenon among community foundations that goes by many 

names. Some call them “affiliates,” “community funds,” or “area funds.” Others call them 

“regions” or “divisions” and some call them “geographic component funds.” 

 

When are affiliates formed? 

A “reactive affiliate” may be formed when a lead foundation:  

 is approached by a community within its region to set up a local fund or funds;  

 is approached by a community that is nearby but outside the foundation’s territory to 

hold its area’s fund or funds; or 

 is approached by a donor to set up a fund or funds for a particular area or community.   

 

These reactive affiliates often lead to ad hoc and sometimes varying policies in part because 

they are formed in reaction to specific circumstances.  Subsequent reactive formations of 

affiliates are in response to specific circumstances that are not necessarily the same as before, 

which also leads to inconsistencies in the treatment of each ad hoc relationship.   

 

An affiliate also may be formed intentionally when the lead foundation determines an affiliate is: 

 the most efficient way to cover a large territory;  

 an asset building strategy; and/or 

 a way to engage more people in philanthropy and in critical regional issues. 

 

In contrast to reactive approaches to affiliate relationships, it is possible to build geographic 

affiliates with cohesive strategies and processes, and more sustainable systems to serve them. 

 

In either case (reactive or intentional) of affiliate formation, people in an area want a way to give 

back to their community.  They want to grow local giving, provide local grants, and organize 

local resources to meet local needs. They are seeking a source of funds for a community and a 

way to make local decisions about how to use those funds.  And they are seeking a cost-effective 

way to do all of this.  Thus, affiliate/lead foundation relationships are formed. 
(Aspen Institute Community Strategies Group 2014). 

 

When did affiliates first get started? 

The first geographic affiliate of a community foundation was created by the Philadelphia 

Foundation in 1950.  By 2009, 50% of community foundations had affiliates.  Of the nearly 1500 

affiliates in 2009, 75% covered rural areas.  And of those lead foundations with affiliates, nearly 

half were planning to add more affiliates.  
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Why?  The transfer of wealth is a bigger issue in rural areas.  Urban community foundations are 

expanding, with more affiliates statewide.  Finally, states have incentivized the formation of 

foundations and their affiliates through legislation such as the Endow Iowa laws. 
(Aspen Institute Community Strategies Group 2014). 

 

What benefits are there to each? 

The geographic affiliate saves a community time and resources by using the lead foundation’s 

governance and leadership expertise, and the lead foundation’s existing processes, policies and 

systems, as well as its nonprofit status; thus, the affiliate advisory boards can focus on addressing 

community issues and growing assets rather than focusing on administrative processes.  The 

affiliate gains credibility from the lead foundation’s established reputation, including National 

Standards® accreditation from the Council on Foundations (COF).  Also, geographic affiliates 

can band together more easily with other affiliates and the lead foundation to work on regional 

issues. 

 

The lead foundation gains the perspective of the local leaders in the affiliate community, and 

gains the strength of a growing regional identity.  With more assets, the lead can offer more 

investment options and efficiencies.  The regional identity can help attract and leverage outside 

funding resources and help organize the region to address common issues. 

 

In the affiliate/lead relationship, who does what? 

The geographic affiliate typically organizes its own advisory board/committee; determines local 

priorities; takes leadership on and carries out projects on local issues; makes recommendations 

for grants and disbursements from its discretionary funds; and seeks donors to grow endowment 

for its area. These functions are all performed under the ultimate approval of the lead foundation. 

 

The lead foundation holds legal nonprofit status and typically has achieved accreditation under 

National Standards; has a professional board with fiduciary responsibility; and sets policy for 

both the lead foundation and its affiliates; provides extensive back office management and 

administrative systems and services; helps with processes, promotion and fundraising; invests 

and has legal ownership of the foundation’s assets; and offers training, tools and technical 

assistance. 

 

Among lead foundations with affiliates there are significant differences in services to affiliates 

based on each lead foundation’s experience, overall mission, mission in regard to affiliates, 

staffing, systems, and financial resources.   For example, some lead foundations actively recruit 

and serve geographic affiliates as a core part of their mission.  Others take on affiliates only 

when approached and only under certain circumstances.  Some engage affiliates in major 

foundation initiatives, and others don’t.  Some tailor and implement systems specifically to serve 

and grow geographic affiliates.   Others fit affiliate services into existing systems.   

 

Similarly, among affiliates, there are varying degrees of leadership, energy, creativity, 

volunteers, goals and financial resources.  Some affiliates cover one town, while others cover a 

county or a natural boundary such as the “Valley.”  Some build one discretionary fund and all 

local donors contribute to it.  Others have a family of many funds dedicated to different purposes 

within the affiliate area.  Some have a low profile and make only a handful of grants a year, 
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while others take on critical and sometimes controversial community issues using every tool of a 

community foundation.  (Aspen Institute Community Strategies Group 2014). 

 

What fees do affiliates pay? 

Lead foundations support their operations, staffing and services primarily through fees on funds 

managed, including funds identified with a geographic affiliate.  Some lead foundations have 

annual fund drives for support of the lead foundation’s operations, and some may have operating 

endowments.  The fee policies of lead foundations vary greatly.  Affiliates may “pay” any or all 

fees, including a percentage of assets, fees on fund transactions, annual maintenance fees, and 

specialized fees for customized services.  Fees for affiliation may be set by contract, by a fee 

schedule or by a Memorandum of Understanding. 

 

Is there a standard for affiliate/lead relationships? 

Just as there is no one way of being a geographic affiliate of a lead foundation, there is no one 

way of being a lead foundation for geographic affiliates.  Conditions, requirements and services 

vary, even from affiliate to affiliate within one lead foundation.   

 

Lead foundations and their geographic affiliates are in a relationship.  The relationship starts 

prior to affiliation.  The conditions are set at the time of affiliation.  As the relationship develops 

and the lead foundation develops systems, the conditions may change – whether naturally, by 

negotiation and mutual consent, or by necessity.(Aspen Institute Community Strategies Group 2014). 

 

What common models exist for lead-affiliate relationships?  
(adapted from Venable, LLP 2012) 

Model Legal status Who does the 

work? 

Liability Control / 

Autonomy 

Fully integrated 

Often used for geographic-

based affiliates 
( fits National Standards’ 

component fund definition and 

is CFGRB’s model in 

compliance with the standards) 

Affiliate has no 

separate legal 

existence  

Activities 

conducted by 

and in the name 

of the lead 

foundation 

Lead 

foundation is 

100 percent 

liable for 

actions of 

affiliate 

Lead 

foundation 

control 

high/affiliate 

autonomy 

lower 

Lead/affiliate subsidiary 

Common for association-

related affiliate relationships 
 

(this model is not available for 

CFGRB affiliates) 

Separate legal 

entities, and lead 

foundation controls 

through governance 

structure and 

operating 

agreement 

Activities of 

the affiliate 

subsidiary 

conducted by 

and in the name 

of the affiliate 

subsidiary 

Lead 

foundation not 

liable unless 

separate entity 

status is 

disregarded by 

law 

Lead 

foundation 

control 

medium/affilia

te autonomy 

medium 

Contractual affiliation 

Common for “federation” 

model of related national, 

regional, state or local 

associations. Problematic 

with unincorporated affiliate 

or if no affiliation agreement 
(this model not available for 

CFGRB affiliates) 

Relationship is 

governed by 

contractual 

agreement, and 

affiliates may or 

may not be 

separately 

incorporated 

Activities of 

the affiliate 

usually carried 

out by and in 

the name of the 

affiliate 

Lead 

foundation 

potentially 

liable if 

affiliates are 

not separately 

incorporated 

Lead 

foundation 

control and 

affiliate 

autonomy 

contractually 

agreed on 

(ideally) 
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Generally, it is helpful to think of affiliates in three broad categories or relationships. They are:  

 

Component Fund Model:  

This type of affiliate organization is legally a part of, and subject to the policies and 

operations of the lead community foundation, typically with no dedicated staff, separate 

office or identity.  All support comes from the lead foundation.  An advisory board for the 

affiliate may suggest grants and encourage others to contribute, but all activities are clearly 

within the purview of the lead foundation and its board.  Even when the lead foundation 

works with a component fund to help build knowledge about their fund in the community via 

communications and outreach, legally the lead foundation owns the assets and has the 

ultimate oversight and fiduciary responsibility over all of the component fund's grant making, 

finances, marketing and operations.  This is the only model that CFGRB has for its affiliates. 

 

The affiliate under the component fund model may raise risks of misrepresenting the legally 

recognized lead foundation on issues such as contracts, event sponsorship, marketing, and 

charitable solicitation. Thus, there must be very clear agreement and understanding between 

the lead and the volunteers of the affiliate as to expectations and responsibilities of each. 

 

Supporting Organization: 

This type of organization is a distinct legal entity with its own exempt status and separate 

governing board.  A supporting organization is not a structure that has been or will be used in 

the context of affiliates with the (CFGRB). 

 

Contract Model: 

The most diverse category is the contract model.  This serves as a catch all for all other 

affiliate relationships that do not fall into the component fund model or supporting 

organization model. At its core, the contract model covers any affiliate that is a separate legal 

entity, but that has some formal relationship with the lead foundation. All the terms of the 

relationship are spelled out in a contract and the relationship may be terminated at some point 

without altering the underlying structure of either organization.  A contractual structure is not 

one that has been or will be used in the context of affiliates with (CFGRB). 

 

What are the common challenges faced by lead foundations, regardless of affiliate model? 

 Developing a cost structure that works; 

 Balancing autonomy with control; 

 Maintaining clear and appropriate communications; 

 Creating workable policies, procedures and systems; 

 Serving multiple affiliates often at great distances; 

 Addressing and resolving issues of identity; 

 Training and sustaining local leadership; and 

 Staffing the affiliate work – how to find a generalist to work with the affiliates 

(someone who understands community foundation roles broadly – grant making, 

fundraising, leadership, etc.), or build a team to work with the affiliates. 
(Aspen Institute Community Strategies Group 2014) 
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What are the National Standards for Community Foundations? 

The Council on Foundations takes a leadership role in shaping community foundations’ self-

regulation by promoting The National Standards for U.S. Community Foundations® (National 

Standards). National Standards accreditation represents operational effectiveness to foster 

excellence in community philanthropy. The National Standards program was established to 

ensure the values of community foundations are demonstrated through their commitment to legal 

compliance, philanthropic best practices and excellence that benefits communities.   

 

In part, National Standards were developed to ensure confidence among community foundations 

that each is operating in accordance with recognized minimum standards. This confidence is 

essential for community foundations to be engaged in national marketing efforts to promote the 

sector. Certain actions of a community foundation affiliate can result in negative public 

perception of not only the affiliate, but also the lead community foundation. If the lead 

community foundation is one that has been confirmed in compliance, the resulting negative 

public perception may undermine the credibility of the Standards program and all those 

community foundations that have invested in the credential. 

 

Accredited foundations have an annual review and must submit any changes as those occur. 

Accredited foundations and their affiliates that violate National Standards may lose accreditation. 

 

Why are National Standards important to lead foundations and affiliates? 

National Standards accreditation is a matter of reputation for community foundations.  The 

accreditation provides donors a high level of assurance regarding the competency of the 

community foundation with which they are dealing.  In Iowa, National Standards accreditation is 

required for participation in the Endow Iowa and Iowa County Endowment Programs.  

Community foundations that have sought and earned accreditation safeguard it to protect their 

reputation, ensure ongoing participation in state-sanctioned incentive programs such as those 

offered by Iowa, and simply to drive operational effectiveness and efficiency. 

 

What do the National Standards say about affiliates? 

The Standards Board recently added a definition and updated treatment of “Geographic 

Affiliate” to the National Standards (http://www.cfstandards.org/process/national-standard-9-

board-oversight-and-control-geographic-affiliates):    

 

National Standard 9: A Board with Oversight and Control of Geographic Affiliates 

A community foundation’s governing body maintains oversight and control over 

geographic affiliates. A geographic affiliate is a component fund (or collection of 

component funds), established within or by the community foundation, serving a defined 

geographic region and under a common advisory group. 

 

Expanded Definition of a Geographic Affiliate (or similarly named body) 

National Standards defines a Geographic Affiliate (or similarly named body) as a 

component fund (or collection of component funds) established within or by the 

community foundation that serves a defined geographic region and is under a common 

advisory group. These affiliates operate under the legal control of the applicant 

community foundation. For example, a fund that serves a particular county in the 

http://www.cfstandards.org/process/national-standard-9-board-oversight-and-control-geographic-affiliates
http://www.cfstandards.org/process/national-standard-9-board-oversight-and-control-geographic-affiliates
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applicant foundation’s service area with its own advisory board but whose activities are 

under the control of the applicant community foundation would fall under this definition. 

In contrast, a women’s fund serving the applicant foundation’s entire service area would 

not meet this definition. Separately incorporated charities, including supporting 

organizations, are also not covered by this definition. 

 

Other elements to consider include whether the geographic affiliate:  

1. is led by a group broadly representative of the geographic area it serves which: 

a. advances fund development with the long term goal of building permanent broad-

based resources primarily for its geographic area, and 

b. may advise on grant making and undertake local initiatives or priorities; 

2. raises funds from multiple donors for a variety of purposes primarily focused on its 

geographic area; and 

3. has a defined relationship with the “lead” community foundation outlined in writing 

and under which the lead community foundation has oversight over the activities and 

governance of the geographic affiliate. 

 

How do National Standards apply to affiliates? 

There are no National Standards per se for affiliate structure or operation.  Thus, if an affiliate is 

considered a component fund of the lead foundation, National Standards apply directly to that 

affiliate. In compiling its record book for National Standards, the lead foundation is required to 

provide information about all fund types, including affiliate funds. In the event that an affiliate 

fund engages in any inappropriate action that violates the National Standards, the lead foundation 

itself is considered as violating the National Standards and may be subject to appropriate 

sanctions.   

 

A lead community foundation seeking accreditation under National Standards must submit a 

board resolution indicating oversight and control over its geographic affiliates. In addition, it 

must submit a representative sample of its written understanding of the relationship it has with its 

affiliates. If there are several different agreements, the community foundation should submit the 

different types of agreements. 

 

When accrediting lead foundations, the National Standards reviewer will look at the 

agreement(s) and other evidence submitted for indications that geographic affiliates are 

controlled by the applicant community foundation. For example, a key indicator that the 

geographic affiliate is under the oversight and control of the community foundation is that the 

affiliate advisory group is clearly an advisory board and not a governing board.  While affiliate 

advisory boards often need to operate with a sufficient level of autonomy and empowerment to 

be effective locally in developing assets and recommending grants, their role should be advisory 

to the community foundation. Other indicators of oversight and control would include reference 

to the local boards as advisory, and require community foundation due diligence on all 

recommended grants and the manner in which personnel and financial matters are addressed. 

 

Is an affiliate allowed to use the National Standards accreditation Seal? 

There are standards regarding the use of the National Standards Seal (Seal) by affiliates of 

accredited lead foundations, depending on the type of affiliate being considered: 
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Component funds 

The Seal may be used by component funds so long as the Seal is used in such a way that 

makes it clear to the public that the lead foundation as a whole meets National Standards. 

Component funds are legally a part of and subject to the policies and operations of the lead 

foundation. While advisory boards may recommend grant making or other action with regard 

to their affiliate fund, the lead foundation’s board still retains ultimate authority over the 

activities of the fund and must ensure compliance with state charitable solicitation laws.  In 

some cases, lead foundations operate component funds under a name different from that of 

the lead foundation. Lead foundations with component funds that operate under an 

alternative name should be particularly careful to ensure that communications are clear that it 

is the lead foundation as a whole that meets National Standards.  

 

Examples: 
Permissible: ABC Fund, an affiliate of the XYZ Community Foundation (Seal)  

Permissible: ABC Fund is affiliated with the XYZ Community Foundation, an 

organization that meets National Standards for U.S. Community Foundations  

Prohibited: ABC Community Fund (Seal)  

Prohibited: ABC Community Fund (Seal), an affiliate of XYZ Community Foundation  

 

On occasion, an affiliate organized as a component fund (or multiple funds) carries the same 

or substantially similar name to a separate public charity or other entity (e.g., a community 

development corporation). For example, the DEF, Inc. may also have the DEF Fund held by 

the community foundation. In such a case, caution must be used not to imply that the 

separately incorporated entity is in compliance with National Standards or that the National 

Standards cover the relationship between the separately incorporated entity and the 

community foundation.  Caution also must be exercised to ensure compliance with all state 

charitable solicitation laws. 

 

Examples:  
In the examples below, “DEF Fund” represents the component fund(s) of the community 

foundation. “DEF, Inc.” represents the separately incorporated entity.  

Permissible: DEF Fund, an affiliate of the XYZ Community Foundation (Seal)  

Permissible: DEF Fund is affiliated with the XYZ Community Foundation, an 

organization that meets National Standards for U.S. Community Foundations  

Prohibited: DEF Fund (Seal)  

Permissible: DEF, Inc. is affiliated with the XYZ Community Foundation  

Prohibited: DEF, Inc. is affiliated with the XYZ Community Foundation, an 

organization that meets National Standards for U.S. Community Foundations  

Prohibited: DEF, Inc. (Seal)  

Prohibited: DEF, Inc., an affiliate of the XYZ Community Foundation (Seal)  

 

In the case that the name of the component funds is identical to the name of the separately 

incorporated entity, the use of the National Standards Seal in conjunction with the name of 

the affiliate is prohibited.  
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Examples:  
In the examples below, “DEF” represents the component fund(s) of the community 

foundation. The identical name, “DEF,” also represents the separately incorporated entity.  

Permissible: DEF is affiliated with the XYZ Community Foundation  

Prohibited: DEF is affiliated with the XYZ Community Foundation, an organization that 

meets National Standards for U.S. Community Foundations  

Prohibited: DEF is affiliated with the XYZ Community Foundation (Seal)  

 

Supporting Organizations  

Supporting organizations may not use the National Standards Seal or imply that the 

supporting organization meets National Standards. As a separate legal entity, a supporting 

organization is not subject to the same level of control by the lead foundation as is the case 

with component funds. For this reason, any implication that the supporting organization is in 

compliance with National Standards could mislead donors, the media, and members of the 

general public to mistakenly assume that the Standards cover the community 

foundation/affiliate relationship. Such a statement could also be interpreted to mean that a 

supporting organization affiliated with a credentialed community foundation meets certain 

minimum standards itself. Neither of these conclusions is accurate and confusion over the 

scope of the Standards could significantly undermine their value.  

 

Despite the limitations outlined above, a supporting organization may continue to refer to its 

relationship with the accredited community foundation so long as the reference does not refer 

to the community foundation’s compliance with National Standards.  

 

Examples:  
Permissible: ABC is affiliated with the XYZ Community Foundation  

Prohibited: ABC is affiliated with the XYZ Community Foundation, an organization 

that meets National Standards for U.S. Community Foundations  

Prohibited: ABC is affiliated with the XYZ Community Foundation (Seal)  

 

Contractual Relationships  

Organizations that are affiliated with the community foundation through contractual 

relationships must follow the same rules as those for supporting organizations outlined 

above.  

 

How is the affiliate/lead relationship documented? 

If the affiliate is a component fund of the lead foundation, there is no legal entity with whom to 

enter into a written contract or agreement. Thus, for a component fund, a “Memorandum of 

Understanding” is written and approved by the board of the lead foundation.  Then it is 

acknowledged by the volunteers of the affiliate and by the appropriate staff of the lead 

foundation.  As each new volunteer joins the affiliate advisory board, he or she should also 

acknowledge the Memorandum.  The Memorandum should include a termination clause, and 

reference the fund or funds that will be created for the affiliate. 
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If an affiliate is a supporting organization, or any other separate legal entity, the affiliate/lead 

relationship will be documented through a contract, the terms of which are mutually negotiated 

and agreed on. 

 

What are the key components of any documentation of the relationship between affiliates 

and lead foundations? 
(Venable LLP, 2012) 

There are key areas that must be considered within the affiliate relationship document and the 

affiliate/lead foundation relationship model, among them: 

 Governance 

o Lead foundation control mechanisms over affiliate 

o Requirements for governance structure, advisory board structure, nominations, 

elections, etc. 

 Finance and Resources 

o Legal ownership of all assets 

o Cost allocation for (as applicable) shared staff, facilities, and other resources 

o Fees of the affiliate 

o Allocation of revenues among the lead foundation and affiliate and 

fundraising requirements/expectations of the affiliate 

o Internal controls over affiliate assets 

 Purposes and Activities 

o Common (or at least not inconsistent) mission and purposes of lead 

foundation and affiliate 

o Expectations and parameters for affiliate advisory board activities 

o Assigned geographic territory covered by the affiliate 

o Defined funds that will be established for the affiliate 

 Tax Exemption 

o Expectation for affiliate advisory boards to protect the lead foundation’s tax-

exempt status and to not perform any act which would contradict or extinguish 

the lead foundation’s tax exempt status 

 Intellectual Property 

o Ownership of names, logos, and other trade or service marks to remain with 

the lead foundation with separate defined terms for usage of said items by the 

affiliate 

o Ownership of data, mailing lists, and any other proprietary data or materials to 

remain with the lead foundation with separate defined terms for usage of said 

items by the affiliate 

 Liability and Insurance 

o Confidentiality policy and adherence expectations for affiliate 

o Limitations on authority to speak or act on behalf of the lead foundation 

o Indemnification of lead foundation by affiliate 

o Insurance expectations for affiliate 

 Dispute Resolution and Disaffiliation Process  

o Clear procedures governing dispute resolution, including up to disaffiliation 

with the lead foundation 
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o Lead foundation’s right to terminate the name, logo and other trade or service 

marks of affiliate 

 Powers of modification and removal 

o Treasury Regulation Sec. 1.170A-9(f)(11)(v)(B) – provides a variance power 

of the lead foundation 

 

What is Variance Power, and how does it apply to affiliate component funds? 

In 1976, the IRS issued Treasury Regulations that endorsed and codified the variance power as 

an essential feature of community foundations. The regulations recognized that a community 

foundation that is comprised of many separate trusts is a single public charity, rather than 

treating the trusts as separate private foundations. As a result, donors who create their own funds 

within a community foundation enjoy more favorable income tax deductibility than donors who 

give to a private foundation, and their funds escape the tax on investment income and the annual 

distribution requirements that would apply to assets held in a private foundation. Filing a single 

information return with the IRS means significantly lower administrative costs. 

 

To qualify for single entity treatment, the community foundation must meet several 

requirements, including having the power to modify the terms of a component trust or fund. 

Treasury Regulation §1.170A-9(f)(11)(v)(B)(1) provides that the governing body must have the 

power to modify a restriction on the use of a fund if a restriction effectively becomes 

“unnecessary, incapable of fulfillment, or inconsistent with the charitable needs of the 

community or area served.”  In addition, the regulations require the community foundation to 

commit to exercise the variance power in the best interests of the community trust. The 

governing body will be considered “not to be so committed where it has grounds to exercise such 

a power and fails to exercise it by taking appropriate action.”  Treasury Regulations §1.170A-

9(f)(11)(v)(E).  This power applies to all component funds of lead foundation, including affiliate 

component funds.  It is a power that must be communicated to fundholders of component funds 

and donors to component funds at the time of their gifts to be in compliance with National 

Standards. 
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B. HISTORICAL AFFILIATE/CFGRB RELATIONSHIP STRUCTURE 

 

History of affiliates with CFGRB 

The first affiliate to join the Community Foundation of the Great River Bend (CFGRB) from 

Illinois was Geneseo Is For Tomorrow (GIFT), which joined in 2002.  Affiliates in Iowa grew 

rapidly as a result of the Endow Iowa and Iowa County Endowment legislation that went into 

effect in 2005.  Under Endow Iowa legislation and the Iowa County Endowment Fund (relating 

to gambling proceeds) legislation, a group of five or more individuals in a county could form a 

“Community Affiliate Organization” and become qualified for program benefits by affiliating 

(“joining up”) with another lead foundation that is already a “Qualified Community Foundation” 

(defined below).  This Community Affiliate Organization would simply establish an “affiliate 

fund” with the Qualified Community Foundation and, for Iowa County Endowment Fund 

dollars, demonstrate that it serves at least a county-wide geographical area.   

 

A “Qualified Community Foundation” was defined as one that meets National Standards for U.S. 

Community Foundations® as developed by the Council on Foundations.  Only gifts made to 

Qualified Community Foundations are eligible for Endow Iowa Tax Credits.  Thus, for access to 

those credits for their donors, counties had an incentive to affiliate with a Qualified Community 

Foundation, or become qualified on their own.  Similarly, to receive Iowa County Endowment 

Fund dollars, counties without state-licensed gambling physically located within their county 

also needed to affiliate with a Qualified Community Foundation to participate in the program. 

 

By 2014, CFGRB had 13 affiliates (eight in Iowa, five in Illinois): 

 

IOWA with Iowa County Endowment Program (no state-licensed gambling facilities) 

Community Foundation of Cedar County 

Community Foundation of Louisa County 

Community Foundation of North Lee County (shared County Endowment Program with  

 the Community Foundation of Keokuk) 

Community Foundation of Van Buren County 

 

IOWA without Iowa County Endowment Program (state-licensed gambling) 

Community Foundation of Des Moines County 

LincolnWay Community Foundation 

River Bluff Community Foundation 

Community Foundation of Washington County 

 

ILLINOIS 

FACE (Fulton Association for Community Enrichment) 

GIFT (Geneseo is for Tomorrow) 

Morrison Area Community Foundation 

Mt. Carroll Community Foundation 

Lanark Community Foundation 
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What is the legal status of each affiliate with CFGRB? 

Per the existing agreements that CFGRB has with each of its affiliate advisory boards, each 

affiliate is considered a component fund or collection of component funds.   

 

As of December 2015, only one CFGRB affiliate holds its own 501(c)(3) exempt status, which it 

has had since 1988.  Regardless of the independent legal status of any affiliate, the affiliation 

with CFGRB is as a component fund.  Component funds – outlined in question below – were 

established for our affiliates by CFGRB.  Other CFGRB affiliates have no separate legal status.   

 

What documentation is used for affiliate/CFGRB relationships? 

Prior to 2011, affiliates were formed with an operating agreement that included the establishment 

of an “affiliate fund” (an unrestricted endowment) with CFGRB.  Subsequent funds were 

established using CFGRB’s fund agreements, resulting in each affiliate having up to five funds:   

 

1. Endowed operating;  

2. Non-endowed operating; 

3. Unrestricted endowment;  

4. Unrestricted non-endowed; and, if applicable 

5. Iowa County Endowment fund. 

 

The most recent documentation of the relationship between CFGRB and each of its affiliates was 

completed with all affiliate advisory boards for affiliates in existence in July 2011.  That 

confirmation in the form of an “Agreement for Affiliate Operations” was formally adopted by 

CFGRB’s board in 2011, and defined the basic responsibilities and benefits of the relationship 

between each affiliate and CFGRB.  Since that date, we have added new affiliates, and each was 

established in the format used in 2011.  The newest affiliate joined in late 2014.  Thus, there is an 

“affiliate confirmation” document for each affiliate.  

 

What provisions are contained in the historical document? 

Each agreement states that the affiliate is subject to the Articles of Incorporation, Bylaws, 

policies and procedures of CFGRB.  

 

The following excerpts are directly from the past (2011) Agreement for Affiliate Operations 

document: 

 

The “objects” for creation of the affiliate are: 

 to recruit and maintain a Board of Directors to guide affiliate activities 

 to receive as a component fund of CFGRB gifts and grants for broad or specific 

purposes; 

 to advise and assist donors;  

 to recommend grants from unrestricted community endowment; and 

 to encourage nonprofits to establish agency endowments and other restricted funds. 

 

Additional provisions cover: 

 Minutes – shared by affiliate and maintained by CFGRB 

 Other records – shared by affiliate and maintained by CFGRB 
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 Gift acknowledgment and donor records maintenance – provided by CFGRB 

 Asset management and investment – provided by CFGRB exclusively 

 Contracts – must be signed and authorized by CFGRB 

 Grant strategy for unrestricted funds – developed by affiliate 

 Fundraising strategy – developed by affiliate 

 Disclosure of affiliation – required on all affiliate materials 

 Staff support, technical assistance, training and administrative support – provided by 

CFGRB 

 Assistance to individual donors – provided by CFGRB 

 Support charge on all funds, with a policy of sharing 

 How to deploy operational resources in pursuit of development and marketing 

strategies – affiliate determines 

 Independent contractors and employees – jointly appointed and subject to CFGRB 

policy 

 

The “mission” of affiliate support is stated:  “To bring the full capabilities of a community 

foundation to smaller communities in our region by working with and through local boards 

serving their community.” 

 

There is an additional statement of how CFGRB will seek to support its affiliates, including:  

 Dedicated staff as management of relationships and as a liaison 

 Revenue sharing for affiliate operations 

 Local checking accounts 

 Credit card for affiliate to pay for minor expenses 

 Gift receipts and grant award letters on affiliate letterhead signed by CFGRB with           

dual auto signature of affiliate board chair 

 Accounting services 

 Online access to all “affiliate funds”  

 Assistance in marketing efforts through review of materials and helping with 

production 

 Inclusion of affiliate donors in Legacy Society 

 Providing education opportunities throughout the year 

 Providing peer-to-peer sharing experiences 

 Facilitating communications from Iowa Council of Foundations (ICOF) and Council 

on Foundations (COF) to affiliates 

 Maintenance of historical records 

 Providing insurance coverage for affiliate activities 

 Including all affiliates in audit and 990 

 Providing opportunity for affiliates to offer input into policies and procedure 

 

The agreement for affiliate operations states that the reconfirmation process will be repeated 

every two years to ensure that the CFGRB Board of Directors and affiliate advisory boards are 

current on the expectations and responsibilities of all parties.  There is no language in the 2011 

agreement addressing termination of the lead foundation or affiliate relationship or the affiliation 

process. 
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Why was there no reconfirmation in 2013? 

The first reconfirmation of the CFGRB/affiliate relationship occurred in 2011 with existing 

affiliates.  The next reconfirmation was scheduled for year-end 2013.  There were several 

developments that led CFGRB to postpone the 2013 reconfirmation.  First, was the 

announcement in 2013 that CFGRB’s president was retiring in 2014.  With the coming change in 

leadership, it was decided that reconfirmation should wait until the new president was selected 

and in place.  That transition took place late in 2014.   

 

In addition, 2015 marked the five-year anniversary of CFGRB’s accreditation under National 

Standards for Community Foundations.  Every five years community foundations that have 

received certification must reapply.  This rigorous review of processes, policies and procedures 

required a thorough examination of the CFGRB/affiliate relationship, including the 

reconfirmation process.  The need to align and comply with National Standards requirements, 

coupled with the realities of CFGRB’s capacity, brought to light the need for adjustments to the 

CFGRB/affiliate relationship.  Thus, it became apparent that the reconfirmation was best 

undertaken in 2015, to be effective in 2016. 

 

What are the strengths and weaknesses of the historical approach? 

In the 14 years since gaining the first CFGRB affiliate, the affiliate program has grown to 

represent 20% of CFGRB’s assets, and 40% of the funds.  These numbers do not include the 

gifts that are in place in individual estate plans, which will be realized in future years.   

 

In each affiliate there are dedicated leaders giving their time and talent to build resources for 

their communities.  There are generous donors throughout the affiliates – donors who understand 

the value of endowment, and believe the community foundation is the leader for philanthropy. 

 

However, there are challenges which are briefly summarized below.  The challenges are felt by 

both CFGRB and by each of the affiliates. 

 

Revenue Sharing 

Each agreement states that CFGRB will revenue share with the affiliate to provide operating 

dollars to the affiliate.  CFGRB policy stated that each year, annual distributions from 

affiliate operating endowments would be allocated for budgetary needs first.  Then, 

administrative fees shared with the affiliate would be either the lesser of the amount budgeted 

after operating endowment earnings or ½ the amount collected as administrative support 

charge on the assets of the affiliate for the previous calendar year.  If an affiliate did not use 

the entire amount budgeted, CFGRB would transfer that unused portion to the affiliate’s 

operating endowment. 

 

This was CFGRB’s practice despite the fact that all other component funds of CFGRB are 

subject to the standard fee schedule.  As a result, CFGRB has been subsidizing the growth of 

many of the affiliate operating endowments through the portion of the revenue sharing that is 

going unused for affiliate operations.  In 2015, CFGRB’s board eliminated the revenue 

sharing policy, with a phase out for 2016 that gives 0.25% of fund fee revenue to affiliates 

for limited operations. 
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Conversely, affiliate advisory boards are concerned that without revenue sharing, their 

advisory board giving will be diverted to funding operations and away from the unrestricted 

endowment.  In addition, affiliate advisory board members express concern that without 

revenue sharing they will be unable to have local contractors that have been doing the 

affiliate fundraising. 

 

What is clear is the need to resolve funding of geographic affiliate work and CFGRB’s 

capacity to have dedicated resources for that work.  Any community foundation must have a 

funding source or sources for this type of undertaking.   

 

Fee Structure and Capacity 

CFGRB’s fee on all funds, no matter if the funds are identified with an affiliate or not, starts 

at 1% of the market value per year, with a minimum of $100.  That fee revenue is the 

primary source of operating funds for CFGRB.  Each fund comes with a specific amount of 

work that must be done to manage the fund.  Some funds come with more administrative 

burdens (expenditure responsibility, convening committees, etc.).  CFGRB in large part sets 

its fee policy based on the amount of administration that a fund requires. The current fee 

policy has not been changed in a number of years. 

 

Affiliate funds now comprise 40% of all CFGRB funds.  Many of the component funds 

established to benefit geographic affiliates come with additional significant administrative 

burdens (fundraising events, raffles, project funds, fiscal sponsorships of unincorporated 

nonprofit associations, fiscal sponsorships for grant applications, etc.).  Other funds such as 

unrestricted, designated and agency endowments carry fewer administrative demands.  

Similarly, smaller funds require at least as much work as larger funds, and the funds 

identified with affiliates are disproportionately smaller in average fund size (details available 

on request). 

 

All of this is occurring at the same time that CFGRB affiliates are growing and the affiliate 

advisory board members desire to do more charitable work in their communities.  There are 

more events, “pass-through” project funds, cemetery funds, and unincorporated nonprofit 

associations, each of which comes with specific administrative tasks and oversight required 

by law and by National Standards.  Those additional fund administration burdens fall on 

CFGRB and not on the affiliate.  Yet the fee revenue on these funds is shared back with the 

affiliate.   

 

As affiliate advisory board volunteers gain experience and confidence in their roles, they are 

more successful in generating interest among their constituencies.  The need for guidance, 

education and assistance from CFGRB grows.  As affiliate advisory boards build resources 

that allow them to market their affiliate, there is a growing demand for materials from and 

review by CFGRB.  With a fixed number of CFGRB staff, it is inevitable that there will be a 

growing disparity between CFGRB “supply” and affiliate “demand.”  CFGRB’s operating 

revenue has not kept up with the increased demand on CFGRB’s administrative capacity. 

Again, this results in a subsidy of affiliate operations by CFGRB.  There is a physical limit to 

CFGRB’s capacity to meet the demands of its affiliates with current resources.   
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The CFGRB fee policy is under review in its entirety, to ensure that it reflects the costs of 

administering various funds and that it incentivizes the kinds of funds that align with 

CFGRB’s mission. 

 

Identity 

Local identity is very important to each CFGRB affiliate.  Affiliate advisory board leadership 

has spent time and resources building identity through use of a unique logo, along with a 

general “look” for all related communications, including color and design.  This leadership 

has also expressed the importance of not having a Quad Cities’ telephone number or address, 

which has led to affiliates having local numbers (even dedicated cell phones in some 

affiliates) and post office boxes. 

 

Affiliate advisory board members define “local identity” to include having: 

 an individual name (e.g. River Bluff Community Foundation, or FACE); 

 a logo (that is not primarily CFGRB’s); 

 newspaper articles / newsletter; 

 a website (linked to CFGRB is acceptable); 

 local staff presence (an executive director); 

 local decision-making on grants; 

 presentation checks for grants; 

 local donor stories to build connections; 

 a service-oriented reputation; 

 grant reception;  

 local phone; and/or 

 address (street or P.O. Box). 

 

In support of this desire for “local identity,” CFGRB has used affiliate-specific stationery for 

most communications, including grant award letters and gift acknowledgments.  Each letter 

is auto-signed by the affiliate advisory board chair (in most cases) and signed by CFGRB 

staff.  Quarterly fund statements are sent out under CFGRB logo and letterhead, and the 

online fund and online grants portals are CFGRB’s identity. 

 

Conversely, the local identity raises specific concerns for CFGRB as it seeks to manage risks 

and comply with National Standards, while ensuring clarity of identity for donors and others 

who seek to do business with affiliates (and thus with CFGRB).  Some risks have naturally 

developed as the affiliate/CFGRB relationship has grown.  The amount and complexity of 

affiliate-generated work for CFGRB to complete has increased.  Other risks arise from lack 

of compliance with and enforcement of CFGRB policy: 

 

 Lack of clarity regarding relationship between CFGRB and its affiliates in 

representations made in marketing materials and other communications (websites, 

brochures, news releases, etc.) is leading to perception and understanding problems 

among donors and other constituencies. 

 There is an increasing possibility that donor intent could be challenged and even 

thwarted if donors are naming affiliates in estate documents rather than CFGRB 

(affiliates are not a legal entity, so donor intent could be questioned by disgruntled 
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heirs) as demonstrated by recent legal proceedings.  These legal cases consumed 

tremendous amounts of CFGRB staff time and cost CFGRB more than $15,000 in 

one year, which was not budgeted.  More such cases can be anticipated if changes are 

not made to the affiliate/CFGRB working relationship. 

 Post office boxes have been rented by affiliate volunteers and are not accessible by 

CFGRB.  This raises issues of delivery for gift completion under federal law and state 

law, and contributes to delays in gift acknowledgment, especially at year-end.   

 Some affiliate volunteers have entered into land-line and cell phone contracts in the 

name of the affiliate, however, only CFGRB can legally enter into contracts. 

 Letterhead is an issue of great importance to affiliate volunteers.  CFGRB has been 

accommodating with individualized letterhead for each affiliate for grant letters and 

for gift acknowledgments.  There is a tremendous amount of demand on staff time to 

manage separate letterhead and signatures for gift acknowledgment and grant letters. 

In addition, for gift acknowledgments, the law requires that charities issue a 

contemporaneous written receipt which discloses any benefits received by the donor 

in exchange for the gift.  If CFGRB is not acknowledging gifts on its own letterhead, 

there is a risk of confusion that the acknowledgment will be an insufficient 

substantiation of donors’ gifts.  Similarly, with grants, there is a risk that the grantee 

will not understand which entity is requiring compliance with the grant terms and 

conditions, and which is due reports (and receipts if applicable).  National Standards 

recommend using the lead foundation letterhead.  All communications must state that 

the affiliate is a component fund of CFGRB and that all gifts are made to CFGRB 

directly, or that all grants are from component funds of CFGRB. 

 There is a need for consistent branding of all CFGRB component funds, including 

affiliates, to ensure clear representation of the affiliate/CFGRB relationship. 

 

Checking account drawn on banks located in geographic affiliates 

Initially, CFGRB agreed to establish and maintain checking accounts in banks located within 

each geographic affiliate.  These accounts are owned by CFGRB and affiliates have no rights 

to them.  All checks drawn for grant distributions were drawn on those local bank accounts.  

To some affiliates, having a local checking account an important aspect of their identity. 

 

Maintaining numerous separate checking accounts, however, has been inefficient and 

requires an inordinate amount of human resources.  The costs and burdens devoted to 

maintenance of separate checking accounts outweigh the small benefit, if any, that such 

accounts have on building affiliate identity.  The person opening the mail and depositing a 

grant or vendor payment check made out to a charity or business located in a geographic 

affiliate is most likely not going to notice the name and location of the bank.   

For CFGRB to maintain all of these separate banking accounts, money had to be physically 

moved from account to account to ensure that adequate resources were in each checking 

account at the proper time for a grant check to be paid.  Balance maintenance and 

reconciliation required a tremendous amount of staff time.  In addition, CFGRB has moved 

to an ACH payment system whereby as many vendor payments and grant distributions as 

possible will be done by electronic transfer.  Thus, local checking accounts are no longer 

needed to add value to an affiliate’s effort to build identity.   
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Fund minimums 

Current CFGRB policy states that $10,000 is required to open a fund.  The one and only 

exception is the Acorn Fund, which is a fund established by individuals, with a minimum of 

$1,000.  At this time, the individuals pledge to get that fund to $10,000 with a minimum 

annual gift of $1,000.  Acorn funds are not available to any other entity or to a group because 

a pledge from an individual is required. 

 

Over the years, CFGRB has allowed funds to be opened with less than the minimum.  Thus, 

funds are opened up with $500, $250, or even with no initial gifts.  Once opened, the funds 

require all the standard set up and administration by staff.  Yet many of the funds never reach 

the minimum requirement.  A 1% fee on $10,000 is $100, and that is the minimum fee on 

any fund of the foundation.  If a fund is opened with less than $10,000, it will still be subject 

to the minimum annual fee of $100, which can amount to much more than 1% if there is 

anything less than the minimum required amount in the fund.  Donors’ gifts are eroded by 

fees and as the fund balance drops, CFGRB staff is faced with difficult discussions about 

closing funds.  Allowing this erosion through fees is not what the donors intend, and it is not 

exercising good stewardship of the gifts entrusted to CFGRB. 

 

Changes to the fund minimums have been made and are discussed further in Section C of this 

document, which outlines CFGRB’s Regional Philanthropic Services. 

 

Affiliate personnel 

Some CFGRB affiliates have a dedicated worker in the form of an independent contractor.  

Those affiliates believe that having the dedicated person is critical to their identity and 

success.  These people have been selected by the affiliates, although the contract has been 

with CFGRB.  The contractual relationship has been inconsistently documented. 

 

State and federal employment laws govern the status of affiliate workers.  There are specific 

requirements that must be met by CFGRB and by the worker in these relationships, and 

questions of liability that arise in these relationships. The primary issue is whether these 

workers are independent contractors or CFGRB employees. 

 

Of equal importance is the general question of staffing of affiliate work.  The risks, costs and 

added workload of managing multiple affiliate workers must be weighed against the benefits 

to each affiliate advisory board and CFGRB. There has been inconsistency in the 

expectations and activities performed for affiliate workers.  Some have assumed 

responsibility for accounting and other functions carried out by CFGRB.  This redundancy of 

effort has caused inefficiencies as CFGRB staff members have been drawn into answering 

in-depth accounting and administrative questions from affiliate workers whose focus should 

instead be on growing resources for the affiliate.  In addition, affiliate workers have not had a 

clear reporting line back to CFGRB, and thus have not always been advocates for compliance 

with CFGRB policy and procedure. 
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Events and fundraising for component funds  

Event fundraising includes auctions, raffles, golf outings/tournaments, and other activities 

designed to raise money for a particular fund.  Event fundraising is never as successful as 

one-on-one personal solicitation over time.  However, CFGRB recognizes that affiliate 

advisory board members believe events can be useful to raise awareness and build a local 

presence, especially in the early stages of the affiliate’s development.   

 

Similar to other affiliate advisory board member activities, whenever fundraising activities 

are conducted and solicitations are made on behalf of a component fund of CFGRB, state 

agency law applies.  All of these activities must be conducted with the full knowledge of 

CFGRB staff, and in compliance with CFGRB policies.  These policies are designed to 

protect the individuals or groups doing the fundraising, and to reduce CFGRB’s exposure to 

legal risk. The primary CFGRB policy governing such situations is the Donor and Affiliate 

Initiated Fundraising Policy. 

 

There are federal and state laws that must be complied with or there may be negative 

consequences, including: 

 The donors may be denied an income tax charitable deduction for their gifts; 

 The individual or group doing the fundraising (and thus CFGRB) may find 

themselves subjected to tax on the funds raised;  

 CFGRB (and/or the individual or group conducting the fundraising) may be subjected 

to penalties; and/or 

 The individual or group doing the fundraising (and thus CFGRB) may be held 

responsible for various unexpected legal liabilities that arise from the event. 

 

Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement 136 and National Standards state 

that all fundraising material must clearly establish donor intent to make a contribution.  The 

materials must acknowledge CFGRB’s variance power at the time of solicitation.  To 

establish clear donor intent, donors must be aware that they are making gifts to a component 

fund of CFGRB.  Writing a check to an affiliate, or making a check out to a fund, rather than 

to CFGRB, raises the question of clear donor intent.  Does the donor understand to whom the 

gift is being made?  If it is unclear at the time of gift, it becomes even more important that 

the gift acknowledgment is from CFGRB and clearly states CFGRB’s variance power over 

the gift. 

 

Approximately 40 states have enacted charitable solicitation statutes. Although specifics 

vary, state statutes usually require organizations to register with the state before they solicit 

the state's residents for contributions. CFGRB is duly registered in both Iowa and Illinois.  

These statutes are another reason why CFGRB must be made aware in advance of 

solicitations being made on behalf of its component funds.  Some fundholders of component 

funds (such as affiliates) have planned events on behalf of component funds in other states or 

mail solicitations to other states.  Unless CFGRB is registered and in compliance with a 

particular state charitable solicitation statute, no solicitation may occur by CFGRB or one of 

its agents (a component fund/affiliate).  It is not cost effective for CFGRB to register in every 

state due to the time and resources required to do so. 
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Some affiliates and other fundholders of component funds have wanted to offer CFGRB gift 

annuities to their constituents, who live throughout the United States.  Charitable gift 

annuities are a heavily-regulated gift vehicle, with laws varying from state to state.  It may be 

prohibited to offer gift annuities in a state in which CFGRB is not registered and authorized 

to do so, and in which CFGRB does not meet the reserve requirements for annuities. 

 

A number of affiliates have raffles and auctions.  In Illinois, each city or county has specific 

registration requirements for raffles.  In Iowa, raffles and bingo are considered gaming and 

require a license.  One CFGRB fundholder of a component fund conducted a bingo night 

without proper licensing.  The fundholder was fined $27,000 by the Iowa Department of 

Revenue.  CFGRB helped the fundholder negotiate down the fine which was then paid from 

the fund for which the bingo night was held.  With advance knowledge and approval by 

CFGRB of such events, some of these problems can be avoided. 

 

Auctions and dinners aimed at raising money for a component fund must comply with the 

quid pro quo laws among others (when a donor receives something of value in return for his 

or her gift).  While a number of affiliates and other fundholders of component funds readily 

comply and notify CFGRB in advance of any raffle or auction, often CFGRB learns of such 

events after the fact, when compliance is impossible.  The burden on CFGRB staff for each 

event is very high in relation to the gain for the fund (e.g. the number of gifts is high, but the 

dollar value of the gifts is low, and special receipts must be made to reflect the quid pro quo 

element).  In addition, donors at auctions, bingo events and dinners may not be aware that the 

fund for which money is being raised is a component of CFGRB and subject to its by-laws 

and policies, including variance power.  That awareness at the time of the gift is required by 

law and by National Standards. 

 

Legal staff and National Standards staff at the Council on Foundations recommends that if 

CFGRB policies (such as the Donor and Affiliate Initiated Fundraising policy) are violated, 

then gifts resulting from the fundraising event should not be accepted by CFGRB.   

 

Component funds applying for grants from outside funding sources 

Applying for grants from outside funding sources is another method of fundraising that has a 

specific CFGRB policy.  These grants may be for money, or for in-kind donations such as 

furniture.  CFGRB fundholders of component funds have sought out and even successfully 

achieved funding from grant sources.  However, no component fundholder seeking a grant 

may use CFGRB’s tax identification number to apply for such grants without CFGRB’s 

express prior approval.  Such grants, when awarded, come with legal responsibilities for 

CFGRB to carry out the terms of the grant.  There are record keeping, reporting and 

expenditure responsibility requirements and deadlines.  CFGRB staff has a limited capacity 

to monitor and enforce compliance with grant terms when its fundholders of component 

funds (unincorporated nonprofit associations included) apply for grants.  The applicable 

CFGRB policy that governs this type of activity is the Fiscal Sponsorship Policy.  

 

CFGRB Serving as a Fiscal Sponsor for project funds and UNA’s 

On occasion, a “fiscal sponsorship” is referred to as “fiscal agency.”  CFGRB will not serve 

as fiscal agent in any case.  That terminology is incorrect.  Generally, a fiscal sponsorship is 
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a situation where a 501(c)(3) public charity extends the use of its tax-exempt status to a 

previously unaffiliated project.  Thus, charitable gifts for the project are received and gifts 

made are receipted by the 501(c)(3) and are subsequently granted out to non-charitable 

organizations for a charitable program and purpose.  A fiscal sponsorship provides the 

service of receiving and holding charitable funds for a non-501(c)(3) group or organization. 

 

The most common fiscal sponsorship arrangement entered into by CFGRB is a “project 

fund” for an Unincorporated Nonprofit Associations (UNAs).  UNAs essentially are projects.  

They are a group of well-intentioned individuals who want to do something good – a project.  

Projects can be very important to communities.  Often, there is an identified need for 

something that will enhance the lives of everyone in the community.  As the community 

rallies around the project, it is natural to ask how it will be funded.  Who will accept gifts for 

the project?  The local community foundation is an obvious choice for many. 

 

Projects (a swimming pool, a new community center, etc.) do not have tax exempt status.  

Communities want to provide a way for donors to make tax-deductible contributions to the 

project.  Thus, the communities will seek out a “fiscal sponsor” as discussed above.  The IRS 

has very specific requirements for a fiscal sponsorship if donors are going to be allowed an 

income tax charitable deduction for a gift to the project.  If the elements of a fiscal 

sponsorship are not present, then any donation to a fiscal sponsor that is earmarked for the 

project in question will be treated as a donation from the donor directly to the project and 

will not be tax-deductible.  Fiscal sponsorships that are not done correctly give rise to legal 

questions regarding property ownership, liability and other issues. 

 

While acting as a fiscal sponsor may seem like the natural work of a community foundation, 

it is a balancing act.  On one hand, everyone wants to meet individual donor expectations, 

and to provide services that help everyone.  Many people believe that serving as fiscal 

sponsor is just a part of being a leader in the community.  On the other hand, CFGRB must 

consider whether serving as fiscal sponsor is an extension of the long-term focus of its work 

in each community.  Does serving as fiscal sponsor add real value to the community?  Does it 

build charitable assets for the future and create permanent resources?  Will serving in this 

capacity draw human resources away from the core work of the foundation and toward the 

administration and management of the fiscal sponsorship?  These considerations must be 

balanced with the administrative burden and compliance requirements of such sponsorships. 

 

For thorough discussion of the issues and challenges of fiscal sponsorships, refer to “Fiscal 

Sponsorship in the 21
st
 Century,” by Gregory L. Colvin, Esq. of Adler & Colvin, San 

Francisco, and www.fiscalsponsorship.com. 

 

Again, the applicable CFGRB policy that governs this type of activity is the Fiscal 

Sponsorship Policy.  In addition, the activities undertaken by projects are governed by the 

CFGRB policy on Donor and Affiliate Initiated Fundraising. 

 

Summary of fundraising for component funds and fiscal sponsorships 

The preceding discussion of laws and policies related to fundraising for component funds and 

fiscal sponsorship is not exhaustive.  This discussion is merely a summary of the complexity 
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of the work involved when a component fundholder (including each affiliate) – with every 

good intention – undertakes fundraising for a component fund or a fiscal sponsorship.  

CFGRB must demand compliance with state and federal laws, National Standards, and its 

board policies to protect its nonprofit status, and to protect the interests of its donors and 

volunteers.   

 

“Board of Directors” or “Advisory Board?”  

Some affiliate board members feel strongly that the volunteer leadership should be called a 

“Board of Directors.”  CFGRB has referred to those volunteers as members of a Board of 

Directors in communications and in the 2011 reconfirmation. 

 

In reality, the volunteer leadership of each affiliate serves in an advisory capacity to CFGRB’s 

affiliate component funds (the operating and unrestricted, and Iowa County Endowment) for 

their geographic area.  As advisors, they recommend grants from the unrestricted endowment for 

the affiliate. 

 

By calling themselves a “Board of Directors” or “Board of Trustees,” the volunteer committee 

members are placing themselves at risk.  The risk is that in any legal action that arises, they will 

be held – as individuals – to the standards of care of a Director as defined by the Illinois or Iowa 

nonprofit corporation act.  In addition, when reviewing for National Standards accreditation, the 

reviewer will look at evidence submitted for indications that geographic affiliates are controlled 

by the applicant community foundation.  Again, a key indicator that the geographic affiliate is 

under the oversight and control of the community foundation is that the affiliate advisory group 

is clearly an advisory board and not a governing board.   

 

People and businesses that engage with the affiliate volunteers may believe that the volunteers 

have a fiduciary duty and authority to enter into contractual obligations that the volunteers 

cannot and do not have.  Based on the representations and perceptions, it is possible that affiliate 

volunteers could enter into contracts binding and enforceable on CFGRB for which they had no 

power or authority.  Similarly, liability could be imputed to CFGRB for the actions or inactions 

of affiliate volunteers based on the perceptions and representations. 

 

National Standards and COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS legal staff recommend that “Advisory 

Committee” or at most “Advisory Board” be used, but not “Board of Directors,” or “Trustees.”  

 

What is the next step in the affiliate/CFGRB relationship? 

Part C of this document outlines the next step in the affiliate/CFGRB relationship.  It covers the 

“Regional Philanthropic Services” that will be implemented by CFGRB along with its affiliates.  

2015 was a year invested in a thorough review of the affiliate relationships.  Increases in 

affiliate-related work, including some legal challenges, strained the capacity of CFGRB.  As the 

discrepancy between affiliate advisory board members’ expectations and CFGRB capacity grew, 

2015 became the time to gather input from affiliate volunteers, learn from other foundations, and 

reflect on what CFGRB can commit to in its relationships with affiliates going forward.   

In addition, CFGRB’s five-year National Standards accreditation review in 2015 demanded an 

in-depth examination of policies and procedures, and a thorough look at the affiliate/CFGRB 

relationship.  To align and comply with National Standards requirements, and to reflect 
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CFGRB’s capacity in human and other resources, CFGRB developed its description of Regional 

Philanthropic Services.  
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C. REGIONAL PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES OUTLINE 

 

Introduction 

52 years ago, the Community Foundation of the Great River Bend (CFGRB) started as the 

Davenport Area Foundation.  The idea was simple, yet ambitious. CFGRB would be a place to 

which people could make unrestricted gifts – primarily through their estates – to benefit the 

community.  Those gifts would be pooled into one endowed fund, and local volunteers would 

make grants from that endowment to help meet priority needs in the Davenport area. 

 

One of the first gifts came the next year, when one of the foundation’s founders left $55,000 in 

her estate to what is now called the Community Impact Endowment.  The unrestricted 

endowment has now grown to more than $14 million, and it provides CFGRB with more than 

$600,000 to grant annually.  Over the last 52 years, it has granted more than $6.5 million to meet 

priority needs of this community. 

 

As the foundation grew, it became apparent that it served more than the Davenport, Iowa area, 

and the name was changed in the early 1990s to reflect the growing presence and impact on a 

region, rather than on a specific city.  A part of that growth included the addition of affiliates 

throughout eastern Iowa and western Illinois.  The mission was to better our community by 

connecting people who care with causes that matter. 

 

In November 2015, the foundation announced a new mission statement:  Transforming our 

region through the generosity of our donors.  This new mission reflects a continued 

commitment to a greater regional presence of CFGRB and a change from a transactional focus to 

a transformational focus.  

 

Also in 2015, CFGRB prepared for its five-year reaccreditation under National Standards for 

Community Foundations.  The need to align and comply with National Standards requirements, 

coupled with the realities of CFGRB’s capacity, brought to light the need for adjustments to the 

CFGRB/affiliate relationships.  Thus, CFGRB committed to a new strategy to approach its 

broader geographic focus:  Regional Philanthropic Services (RPS).   

 

Why Regional Philanthropic Services? 

CFGRB believes that RPS enhances and extends its mission of transforming our region through 

the generosity of our donors, and the foundation is committed to RPS because we: 

 believe in people who are philanthropic; 

 exist to help donors leave a legacy; 

 believe that access to philanthropic resources leads to a stronger, healthier community; 

 have expertise and should share it within our region; 

 know that what happens in the Quad City area is directly influenced by what happens in 

surrounding regional communities – together we are stronger; 

 believe in endowment as the most valuable philanthropic resource for communities today 

and in the future;  

 believe in growing unrestricted endowment as a permanent, flexible source of 

philanthropic resources for the region and for local communities; 
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 capture unique opportunities, gifts, and donor involvement that the region otherwise 

would not have; 

 will help to preserve wealth in local communities to benefit them; 

 will improve cohesiveness of the region; 

 will promote greater regional identity and collaboration; 

 will attract funding from donors and foundations that want regional or rural impact; 

 capture economies of scale that benefit all; and 

 grow assets for the region. 

 

While CFGRB is committed to providing Regional Philanthropic Services, there are very real 

limitations on human and financial resources. 

 

CFGRB has a history of creating and serving affiliates.  In Iowa, the affiliate structure is 

encouraged through the Endow Iowa Tax Credit and Iowa County Endowment legislation.  Done 

correctly, a strong affiliate structure can strengthen the entire CFGRB enterprise. 

 

RPS gives CFGRB the opportunity to extend and enhance its mission to the area surrounding 

CFGRB’s primary service area of Scott and Rock Island Counties, therefore strengthening and 

transforming the region. 

 

What practices does CFGRB commit to with each of its affiliates as a part of its mission? 

Lead community foundations such as CFGRB adhere to the values of being trusted advisors to 

their affiliate advisory boards. CFGRB works with each affiliate advisory board to assist them in 

volunteer governance and to provide guidance to ensure the success of the affiliate. 

 

CFGRB commits to: 

 maintaining National Standards accreditation through the Council on Foundations; 

 building and maintaining a regional database of donors, prospects and grantees; 

 maintaining a best practice governance structure for CFGRB and affiliates; 

 maintaining professional staff to carry out CFGRB’s work; 

 maintains Directors and Officers Liability insurance, Commercial General Liability 

insurance, and Commercial General Liability Insurance. 

 providing audit, 990 preparation and compliance with state and federal laws and 

regulations; 

 maintaining an affiliate online portal for streamlined communications; 

 offering philanthropic services, including: 

o gift processing and acknowledgment; 

o Endow Iowa tax credits/processing; 

o gift planning expertise; 

o donor-designated funds; 

o grant making expertise; 

o grant making technical support through online system; 

o grants management; 

o professional investment of endowment; 

o ability to accept a wide range of assets and gift types; 

o fund accounting; 
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o fund management; 

o fund administration; 

o fund statements; 

o monitoring of donor intent; and 

o one limited special project per affiliate at a time with CFGRB prior approval. 

 

In addition, Iowa lead (or “host”) community foundations, including CFGRB, subscribe to a 

statewide agreement encompassing all of the bulleted points above.  This agreement also 

addresses the portability of Iowa County Endowment Program funds among lead foundations 

that meet National Standards, or in the case of an affiliate community foundation, those meeting 

National Standards independently.  

 

How will Regional Philanthropic Services differ from what the foundation has been doing? 

CFGRB historically has entered into affiliate relationships in an ad hoc manner.  Many of 

CFGRB’s affiliates in Iowa were the result of the Endow Iowa legislation.  Others in Iowa, and 

those in Illinois were the result of local leaders seeking out assistance to get a community 

foundation established in their area, and affiliation with CFGRB was the chosen means to 

accomplish that goal. 

 

The history and growth of affiliates both nationally and with CFGRB has been fast-paced.  Often 

in business, when growth is so quick, infrastructure needs do not keep pace with the demands.  

Stresses develop as the complexity and speed of business increases, yet resources for conducting 

work are strained.  Expectations of customers do not align with the resources, or with the 

priorities of the business.  A desire to meet each customer’s expectations leads the business to 

drift from its core strategy.  With drift comes the danger of customer dissatisfaction along with 

inefficiency (and potential loss of effectiveness) of the business.   

 

CFGRB and its affiliate advisory boards have arrived at this juncture in our relationship, as 

CFGRB has drifted from its core strategy of endowment building.  A positive change in the 

affiliate/CFGRB relationship is necessary.  While CFGRB entered into relationships with its 

affiliate advisory boards with good intentions, the intentions were not enough to balance out the 

true cost of the commitments made.   

 

CFGRB’s RPS is an approach to focus on a core strategy of endowment building in the region.  

It replaces our initial ad hoc approach to affiliate work, and it positions CFGRB as the vehicle to 

capture endowed philanthropic dollars in the greater Quad Cities region.  Above all, the scope of 

CFGRB’s RPS must align aspirations with attainable resources to achieve a sustainable business 

model. 

 

With the advent of a new mission statement, “Transforming our region through the generosity of 

our donors,” CFGRB is committed to the region.  People who give to a community foundation 

do so because they love their community and care about its future.  CFGRB has the expertise to 

offer donors the tools to accomplish their charitable goals.  To do that over a broader geographic 

area than CFGRB’s immediate service area, it is necessary to have a network of local leaders 

who know their communities.  Conversely, building the infrastructure to provide expertise and 

resources similar to CFGRB’s in each of the communities in the region would be cost prohibitive 
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and inefficient.  When local leaders and CFGRB work together, we gain economies and 

efficiencies of scale. 

 

By adopting Regional Philanthropic Services as its approach, CFGRB intends to 

communicate to its regional constituents the parameters of services it is both able and willing 

to provide in the forthcoming years, in light of its available resources.  CFGRB intends to 

commit only to services that it can sustainably support, as well as to clarify what is required 

from affiliate advisory boards for an effective relationship.  

 

What will CFGRB do to enhance and extend its mission through RPS and its affiliate 

system? 

The primary emphasis of RPS will be building unrestricted endowment for the communities in 

the CFGRB region.  Endowment – especially unrestricted endowment – provides the ongoing 

source of philanthropic support for a community that will be available to help meet local 

communities’ opportunities and needs from generation to generation.  Flexible resources truly 

extend the CFGRB mission by providing philanthropic dollars to be transformational, rather than 

transactional – to provide positive impact in a community on a long-term and ongoing basis. 

 

CFGRB desires to have a connection with the communities throughout its region.  Just as 

CFGRB’s mission has changed to “Transforming our region through the generosity of our 

donors,” CFGRB’s relationship with its geographic affiliates is changing.  That relationship 

currently is transactional in focus, as CFGRB provides support for asset-building activities 

conducted by affiliate advisory boards.  To move beyond the transactional focus, toward the 

transformational work that can sustain our communities, the affiliate/CFGRB relationship must 

refine its focus.  This change in the relationship will evolve over time, and will always have the 

CFGRB’s mission fulfillment as its goal. 

 

Affiliate advisory boards will need to elect whether to participate in CFGRB’s RPS.   For those 

that desire to remain as an affiliate, there will be changes to the volunteer leadership of each 

affiliate.  Going forward, the volunteer leadership of each affiliate will be called “affiliate 

advisory board members,” and the committee which these members make up will be called an 

“affiliate advisory board.”  This change aligns with National Standards and best practices for 

nonprofit governance.  Each of these geographic affiliate advisory boards will be a committee of 

and serve in an advisory capacity to CFGRB.  CFGRB, will however, in its sole discretion, have 

ultimate authority to approve or disapprove of any action. 

 

Each CFGRB affiliate has several options (discussed below) available to it when deciding how to 

move forward with its relationship with CFGRB.  The appropriate option will depend on the 

unique facts and circumstances within each geographic affiliate and CFGRB will support the 

decision of each of its affiliate advisory boards.   

 

It is anticipated that some of these options may be chosen at a later time by any of the affiliate 

advisory boards.  In other words, it will take some time for an affiliate advisory board that 

wishes its affiliate to become a 501(c)(3) public charity that meets National Standards to achieve 

that status (Option 2 below).   
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In the meantime, every affiliate advisory board will be required to operate within the RPS with a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), if that affiliate advisory board desires services from 

CFGRB.  Thus, each affiliate and CFGRB will sign a new MOU regardless of the affiliate’s 

future plans for affiliation with CFGRB.  If an affiliate chooses not to sign the new MOU by 

May 1, 2016, CFGRB will begin the process of terminating the affiliation.  That process will 

begin with written notice to the affiliate that the process will begin in approximately 15 days 

from the date of notice and will be complete in 30 days thereafter. 

 

There are six options available for affiliates as explained below.  

    

Option 1 – Elect to participate and receive RPS from CFGRB 

An affiliate wishing to receive RPS as outlined will need to sign a new Memorandum of 

Understanding, an example of which is attached hereto as Appendix A.  No affiliate 

receiving RPS may have its own separate legal status.  The elements of RPS are outlined 

in the next section. 

 

Option 2 – Obtain separate legal status as a 501(c)(3) public charity and obtain separate 

National Standards accreditation 

Pending receipt of tax-exempt status, affiliate will need to sign a new Memorandum of 

Understanding, an example of which is attached hereto as Appendix A.  Any affiliate 

choosing this option will no longer be a geographic affiliate of CFGRB once it has 

obtained its tax-exempt status.  

 

The following component funds of CFGRB identified with the former affiliate may be 

transferred to the new entity at the sole discretion of the CFGRB Board of Directors as an 

exercise of its variance power in accordance with policy for such requested transfers: 

 Unrestricted funds 

 non-endowed – when 501(c)(3) status is obtained 

 endowed – when National Standards accreditation is awarded 

 Operating funds  

 non-endowed – when 501(c)(3) status is obtained 

 endowed – when National Standards accreditation is earned 

 Projects Fund(s) – when 501(c)(3) status is obtained by the former Affiliate 

 Iowa County Endowment Fund – when National Standards accreditation is earned 

(for those affiliates that participate in the Iowa County Endowment Program)  

 

The affiliate may request a transfer of all or a portion of the applicable funds listed above 

in accordance with the process as set forth in Appendix B attached hereto; however, 

ultimate authority to transfer any funds rests with the CFGRB Board of Directors, in its 

sole discretion and as an exercise of its variance power. 

 

Option 3 – Obtain separate legal status as a 501(c)(3) public charity, but do not seek to 

earn National Standards accreditation 

Pending receipt of tax-exempt status, affiliate will need to sign a new Memorandum of 

Understanding, an example of which is attached hereto as Appendix A.  Any affiliate 
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choosing this option will no longer be a geographic affiliate of CFGRB once it has 

obtained its tax-exempt status. 

 

This option is not available for Iowa County Endowment Fund Program participants, as 

these affiliates must be affiliated with a lead community foundation that meets National 

Standards.   

 

The following component funds of CFGRB identified with the former affiliate may be 

transferred to the new entity at the sole discretion of the CFGRB Board of Directors as an 

exercise of its variance power in accordance with policy for such requested transfers: 

 Unrestricted funds 

 non-endowed   

 Operating funds  

 non-endowed  

 Projects Fund(s)  

 

No endowed component funds of CFGRB that were established for the former 

geographic affiliate will be considered for transfer to the new 501(c)(3) entity because the 

new entity does not meet National Standards.  Such funds will continue to be held by 

CFGRB as designated funds for the new entity or continue to be administered in 

accordance with the fund agreement if the fund is not a designated endowment.   

 

A vendor relationship may be established between any community foundation and the 

501(c)(3).  For any vendor relationship to be established, a separate contract for services 

will be entered into between the CFGRB and the new 501(c)(3).  For example, the new 

501(c)(3) may contract with CFGRB for fund accounting services.  This contract would 

be negotiated between the two entities.  CFGRB may – on a selective basis – enter into 

such an agreement if the fee for services is sufficient to cover the staff resources.  In no 

case, however, could this new entity use CFGRB’s National Standards accreditation in its 

promotional materials. 

 

Donors who want to create a fund to benefit that separate legal entity could establish a 

designated fund with CFGRB (for example, to be eligible for Endow Iowa Tax Credits). 

 

Option 4 – Move to a new lead foundation that meets National Standards 

Pending the transition, affiliate will need to sign a new Memorandum of Understanding, 

an example of which is attached hereto as Appendix A.  Any affiliate choosing this 

option will no longer be a geographic affiliate of CFGRB once it has transferred to the  

new lead foundation that meets National Standards.   

 

The following component funds of CFGRB that had been established for the former 

affiliate may be transferred to the new entity at the sole discretion of the CFGRB Board 

of Directors, as an exercise of its variance power, in accordance with policy for such 

requested transfers: 

 Unrestricted funds 

 non-endowed  
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 endowed 

 Operating funds  

 non-endowed  

 endowed  

 Projects Fund(s) 

 Iowa County Endowment Fund (for those affiliates that participate in the Iowa 

County Endowment Program)  

 

The affiliate may request a transfer of all or a portion of the applicable funds listed above 

in accordance with the process as set forth in Appendix B attached hereto; however, 

ultimate authority to transfer any funds rests with the CFGRB Board of Directors, in its 

sole discretion and as an exercise of its variance power. 

 

Option 5 – Move to a new lead foundation that does not meet National Standards 

Pending the transition, affiliate will need to sign a new Memorandum of Understanding, 

an example of which is attached hereto as Appendix A.  Any affiliate choosing this 

option will no longer be a geographic affiliate of CFGRB once it has transferred to the 

new lead foundation.   

 

Again, this option is not available for Iowa County Endowment Fund Program 

participants, as they must be affiliated with a lead community foundation that meets 

National Standards. 

 

The following component funds of CFGRB identified with the former affiliate may be 

transferred to the new entity at the sole discretion of the CFGRB Board of Directors as an 

exercise of its variance power in accordance with policy for such requested transfers: 

 Unrestricted funds 

 non-endowed   

 Operating funds  

 non-endowed  

 Projects Fund(s)  

 

No endowed component funds of CFGRB that were established for the former 

geographic affiliate will be considered for transfer to the new lead foundation because the 

new lead foundation does not meet National Standards.  Such funds will continue to be 

held by CFGRB as designated funds for the new lead foundation or continue to be 

administered in accordance with the fund agreement if the fund is not a designated 

endowment.   

 

Option 6 – Cease operations 

An affiliate may choose to cease operations as a geographic affiliate.  CFGRB would 

continue to provide management and stewardship of its component funds that are 

identified with that geographic area. 
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If an affiliate chooses to leave CFGRB, what is the process to request a transfer of funds? 

An existing CFGRB affiliate may choose to terminate its affiliation with CFGRB and become its 

own publicly supported 501(c)(3) organization, or it may choose to move to a new lead 

foundation.  CFGRB understands the thought and care that goes into a decision such as this and 

respects such decisions.  CFGRB will work with the affiliate advisory board to help with a 

smooth transition. 

  

None of the component funds of CFGRB “belong” to a geographic affiliate.  All component 

funds are under the sole ownership and control of CFGRB.  An affiliate advisory board of a 

CFGRB geographic affiliate may request the transfer of funds that have been identified with that 

geographic affiliate, and for which they have advisory capacity.  If the new entity or lead 

foundation is not accredited under National Standards, only non-endowed funds may be 

considered for transfer.  Similarly, a donor may ask that his or her fund that benefits the 

geographic area identified with a geographic affiliate be transferred when that affiliate advisory 

board chooses to terminate its affiliation with CFGRB and move to a new entity that meets 

National Standards (see details in the next question).  The approval of any transfer of CFGRB 

component funds to another nonprofit entity is an exercise of variance power by the CFGRB 

Board of Directors and therefore subject to approval. 

  

In addition to the applicability of variance power to a transfer request, CFGRB’s fund portability 

policy governs what component funds of CFGRB may and may not be considered for transfer by 

CFGRB to the new entity when an affiliate leaves.  The portability of any component fund 

depends on the status of the 501(c)(3) organization that the affiliate forms on its own, or the 

status of the new lead foundation.  The issue of National Standards accreditation of the proposed 

new entity or lead foundation is of utmost concern to CFGRB.  Especially in Iowa, because it is 

imperative for purposes of compliance with the Endow Iowa legislation.  By legislation, only 

gifts made to community foundations that have met National Standards are eligible for Endow 

Iowa Tax Credits.   

 

As mentioned before, Iowa lead (or “host”) community foundations, including CFGRB, 

subscribe to a statewide agreement.  This agreement also addresses the portability of Iowa 

County Endowment Program funds between lead community foundations that meet National 

Standards, or in the case of an affiliate community foundation those meeting National Standards 

independently. 

 

To view the affiliate transfer request process details, please refer to Appendix B attached hereto. 

 

When can an individual fundholder request a transfer of his or her fund to a new 

community foundation? 

An affiliate advisory board’s request to transfer component funds identified with the geographic 

affiliate does not include the right to request a transfer of any funds that were established by 

individuals or nonprofit entities.  Donors to any charitable organization have no right to move 

funds to a different charitable organization of their choosing after the gift is complete.  As stated 

in CFGRB fund documentation, all assets contributed to CFGRB funds are irrevocable gifts to 

CFGRB, and complete legal control and responsibility for the funds rests with CFGRB.   Donors 

(individuals, businesses, nonprofits, etc.) to CFGRB make irrevocable gifts--the irrevocability 
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and relinquishment of control over the assets that are given to the CFGRB are what enable the 

donor to take an income tax charitable deduction for the gift.   

 

In the case of CFGRB funds identified with one of its affiliates, we appreciate the concept that 

some of the fundholders associate most closely with the affiliate and they may want to transfer 

their fund along with the affiliate to a new community foundation.  Be assured that CFGRB’s 

goal is to do what is right for the communities served by its geographic affiliates, the donors and 

the fundholders. Thus, we will consider requests from these fundholders to do so, but only if the 

new foundation or lead foundation has achieved National Standards accreditation from the 

Council on Foundations.  Ultimate authority to transfer any gift rests with the CFGRB Board of 

Directors as an exercise of its variance power, in its sole discretion. 

 

A donor (individual, business, or nonprofit entity) may make a request that their fund be 

transferred only when a CFGRB affiliate has chosen not to participate in CFGRB’s RPS and has 

chosen to either become accredited under National Standards, or move to a new lead foundation 

that has earned National Standards accreditation.  The request may only be made after the 

transition to a new entity is complete.   

 

When the transition to a foundation that meets National Standards is complete, CFGRB will 

make reasonable attempts to reach out to all fundholders of funds identified with the geographic 

affiliate that chose to transition, and will collectively inform such fundholders of the transition.  

Following CFGRB board approval of the transition, those fundholders will be given the option of 

requesting a transfer of their fund to the new entity by completing a formal request form that is 

given to them.  CFGRB will send a letter to applicable fundholders outlining the option, and 

providing them with the form.  The fundholders will have nine months from the date of the letter 

to submit their request. 

 

The granting of such a request requires the exercise of variance power by the CFGRB Board of 

Directors.  Each fundholder must separately request a transfer to a new entity, and each such 

request will be considered individually by the CFGRB board.  Again ultimate authority to 

transfer any gift rests with the CFGRB Board of Directors as an exercise of its variance power, in 

its sole discretion. 

 

To view the funds identified with a geographic affiliate transfer request process details, please 

refer to Appendix C attached hereto. 

 

Will CFGRB support the desire of an affiliate to transition to a new entity rather than 

participate in CFGRB’s RPS? 

CFGRB wants to support the decision of any of its affiliates to affiliate with a new lead 

community foundation, or to become independent.  We believe that together CFGRB and its 

geographic affiliates have done great work in the communities we all serve.  CFGRB is honored 

to have a role in helping each of its affiliates grow – in assets that can help the area thrive, and in 

helping the affiliate advisory board members to be philanthropic leaders. The affiliate advisory 

boards must do what each considers to be in the best interests of its constituency. 
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CFGRB has to ensure that it exercises its fiduciary duty in all matters pertaining to fund and 

asset management, including any decision to move funds to a new entity.  Therefore, the process 

is thoughtful and thorough.  Because of the work involved, CFGRB will seek to recoup its costs 

as provided in the processes outlined in Appendices B and C attached hereto. 

 

What are the expectations of affiliate advisory boards as a part of CFGRB’s RPS? 

Affiliate advisory boards that choose to receive CFGRB’s RPS will have expectations to meet.  

Advisory board leadership must commit: 

1. to participate in convening with and training provided by CFGRB; 

2. to supporting the affiliate’s operating component fund; 

3. to abide by the policies and procedures of CFGRB and to the Memorandum of 

Understanding between the affiliate advisory board and CFGRB; and 

4. to identifying potential donors. 

 

A more complete list of expectations appears in the Memorandum of Understanding, an example 

of which is attached hereto as Appendix A. 

 

What component funds will be part of the “affiliate funds” for each geographic affiliate? 

Each geographic affiliate is a component fund of CFGRB and will have the following funds 

available to them: 

1. Unrestricted endowment; 

2. Operating endowment; 

3. Non-endowed operating fund; 

4. Project fund(s) (for pre-approved projects only); and 

5. Iowa County Endowment Fund for Iowa County Endowment affiliates. 

 

What name and logo can CFGRB affiliates use? 

Each affiliate’s logo will be updated to the new format as required by National Standards.  

Affiliates may continue to use their existing names, so long as they are always referred to as, 

“XYZ Foundation, a component fund of the Community Foundation of the Great River Bend.”  

The costs to update logos will be paid by CFGRB.   

 

All logos will be maintained by CFGRB and will be available on the affiliate portal.  These new 

logos are the only logos that can be used.  CFGRB understands that there are existing materials 

that have been developed by affiliates; however, those materials may no longer be used. 

 

It is anticipated that CFGRB will undergo rebranding in three to five years.  At that time, the 

RPS will undergo rebranding, as an integral part of CFGRB.  Unless National Standards or the 

law changes, affiliates will still be referred to as, “XYZ Foundation, a component fund of the 

Community Foundation of the Great River Bend.”  However, the logos may change to reflect the 

overall rebranding effort and the affiliates will be notified of any changes as those occur. 
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Will the mission statement of each affiliate change or stay the same? 

Each affiliate mission statement will remain unchanged for the present.  When CFGRB 

undergoes rebranding, the mission statements will be reviewed and subject to change at that time 

to reflect the rebranding effort. 

 

What address will be used for affiliates? 

Each affiliate may elect to have a post office box in its community, but such post office box will 

be in the name of the CFGRB.  CFGRB will work with its affiliates to transfer existing post 

office boxes to CFGRB’s name.  With respect to the post office box for an affiliate, CFGRB will 

maintain one key and a second key will be given to the affiliate advisory board chair.  No 

physical addresses may be used for affiliate mail. 

 

What phone number will be used for affiliates? 

Because cell phones and landlines are all contract-based, CFGRB will not enter into separate 

contracts for cell phones or landlines for its affiliates.  CFGRB is exploring options including 

using an 800 number for all affiliates, or similar service as the official number for its affiliates.  

This transition will be completed in 2016.  Any 800 number or other streamlined phone system 

will be answered by CFGRB staff with a generic reference that the caller has reached “the 

community foundation.”  Calls will be handled by CFGRB staff if appropriate.  Thereafter, a 

message will be taken and sent to the appointed affiliate representative by email or forwarded to 

a landline or cell phone of the appointed affiliate representative. 

 

Will affiliate letterhead be used for gift processing? 

Gift processing will change during 2016.  CFGRB is transitioning away from a customized 

combination acknowledgment/receipt letter for all gifts to a standard receipt/letter for all gifts 

that meets National Standards and clearly indicates CFGRB as the tax-exempt organization 

receiving the gift.  The specific fund into which each gift is made will be reflected on the receipt. 

 

It is important to distinguish between a receipt and an acknowledgment.  A receipt is required by 

law, and an acknowledgment is done for stewardship purposes (to thank a donor). 

In the new system, all gifts will receive a timely receipt. That receipt will contain all the 

elements required under state and federal law and under National Standards.  This receipt will 

not be customized for any affiliate.  It will bear CFGRB’s logo and only CFGRB signatures will 

be used when signatures are appropriate. 

 

A system for acknowledging gifts (in addition to the gift receipt) is under development.  An 

acknowledgment may be sent (for example purposes only) to first-time donors, new fund-

holders, donors of unrestricted gifts, and donors who make gifts of a certain level and above.  

The details of the acknowledgement system are being developed.  If a donor is identified with a 

geographic affiliate (e.g. the donor’s fund benefits a nonprofit located in a geographic affiliate), 

then the acknowledgment letter will recognize the geographic affiliate.  This will be done by 

CFGRB staff. 

 

Affiliate advisory board members are encouraged to send acknowledgments of gifts and new 

funds as a stewardship activity. CFGRB will develop reports of donors and will deliver these 

reports to affiliates when ready so that acknowledgment letters can be sent. 
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Will affiliate letterhead be used for grants? 

Grant letters for grants recommended by the affiliate advisory board (for example, from their 

county endowment, unrestricted fund, or other grant program administered by the affiliate) will 

be in the form of a CFGRB template containing all elements required under state and federal 

law, and under National Standards. The template will contain space for a customized paragraph 

from the affiliate which may contain, for example, a message about the affiliate, information 

about a grant reception, or instructions for final reports. Grant letters will be issued on CFGRB 

letterhead and signed by CFGRB staff. 

 

Grant letters for other funds connected with affiliates (for example, scholarships, designated 

funds, donor-advised funds) will be issued on CFGRB letterhead, and the affiliate will be 

referenced in the body of the letter. The template will not be further customized.  The letter will 

be signed by CFGRB staff. 

 

Are Affiliates allowed to do grant presentations and receptions? 

To more quickly and surely get charitable funds to their destination, CFGRB is transitioning as 

many grantees as possible to ACH (Automated Clearing House) grant deposits, which will be 

accompanied by an electronic letter, also on CFGRB letterhead. In cases where the grantee has 

been set up for ACH, paper grant checks will not be issued. If the affiliate is hosting a grant 

reception for grants their advisory board has issued, the grant letter and a certificate template will 

be provided to the affiliate for presentation in place of the check. If there is no event taking 

place, the grant letter and check, if applicable, will be sent directly to the grantee.   

 

Grants from designated and organizational endowments will be sent directly to the organization 

(either by check or ACH) and will no longer be provided to affiliates for check presentations. 

 

Will affiliates have any letterhead? 

Affiliates may choose to print letterhead or note cards for their own stewardship or 

communication purposes, however any such letterhead, notecards or materials must be approved 

by CFGRB before use.  The updated CFGRB affiliate logos must be used as soon as they are 

developed by CFGRB.   

 

Will affiliates have email accounts? 

Currently, affiliate advisory board members have established Gmail or other independent 

accounts as the primary email for their affiliates.  Such email accounts do not provide the 

enhanced security that is available through CFGRB’s server, including regular back up.  Thus, 

all affiliates will be given an email address in the following format:  nameofaffiliate@cfgrb.org  
which shall be the only email used by an affiliate for business.  

 

Access will be given to this email and all affiliate correspondence should be done using the 

official email address.  This system will ensure continuity when the designated representative is 

no longer able or willing to receive emails on behalf of the affiliate, and will enhance email 

security, as well as lend credibility to the affiliate. 

 

mailto:nameofaffiliate@cfgrb.org
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What will affiliates have for websites? 

For CFGRB and its affiliates, having an internet presence is important for marketing and 

communication.  Past practice has allowed CFGRB affiliates to choose where the Affiliate 

website would exist; whether it would be as pages on CFGRB’s website, as pages on the Iowa 

Council of Foundation’s website, or as a standalone website.  Going forward, to ensure 

consistency and accuracy of the messaging, and to better ensure timely updates, all affiliates will 

have dedicated pages on CFGRB’s website.  The existing content for externally-hosted websites 

shall be transferred to CFGRB’s website.  Affiliate advisory board members can monitor their 

affiliate’s pages and send updates to CFGRB by email to affiliates@cfgrb.org.  The updates 

should come in a format that allows CFGRB staff to readily copy the content and publish it to the 

affiliate’s pages on CFGRB’s website. 

 

Will affiliates have a social media presence? 

Some affiliates have existing Facebook pages, and they may choose to use Instagram or Twitter 

accounts.  CFGRB has a Social Media Policy that must be adhered to.  Similarly, CFGRB must 

be given complete access to all social media accounts that represent an affiliate.   

 

Are there changes to fund minimums? 

All fund minimums will be enforced going forward.  $10,000 is required to open any fund at this 

time (other than an Acorn fund, which is discussed below, and Community Foundation-managed 

scholarships which require $25,000 and are discussed below).  That minimum applies to non-

endowed and endowed funds.  This means that $10,000 needs to be in hand, or committed by 

pledge prior to opening a fund. If a group or a nonprofit wants to raise money for a fund, they 

must ensure that they have sufficient pledges in place to reach $10,000 upon opening the fund.  

There will be no exceptions. 

 

What are the fund minimums for scholarships? 

To keep the value of scholarship awards aligned with the cost of a college education, the CFGRB 

Board of Directors established a new fund minimum of $25,000 for Foundation-managed 

scholarship funds. A fund of this size should result in a scholarship of at least $1,000 being 

issued each year.  

 

A CFGRB-managed scholarship fund is any scholarship fund where the CFGRB sends a check 

directly to a college for the recipient’s tuition, regardless of which group accepts applications 

and selects recipients.  

 

Existing CFGRB-managed scholarships that are below the $25,000 threshold will be encouraged 

to build toward the new minimum.  The new minimum is a step toward providing more 

meaningful scholarship awards in a most cost-effective manner. 

 

For designated scholarships, where CFGRB issues a grant to a college or high school foundation 

and that organization selects the student and makes the payment, CFGRB’s standard fund 

minimum of $10,000 continues to apply.    

 

mailto:affiliates@cfgrb.org
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Are there changes to the fund applications? 

CFGRB created easy-to-use fund applications several years ago.  The transition to use of these 

fund applications and away from customized fund agreements for each new fund has expedited 

the fund establishment process, and helped to ensure that CFGRB and each new fund holder 

have all the information needed to get a new fund started. 

 

There have been a few challenges.  Fund applications are sometimes sent in with a check to 

establish a new fund, without any prior knowledge of CFGRB about the fund.  Often this results 

in a restriction on the fund that is not possible for CFGRB to fulfill, or a fund that does not 

comply with CFGRB policy such as the policy on fund minimums.  When donors sign the fund 

agreements, they are agreeing that they have received and read the CFGRB “Fund Information” 

document (available online) that outlines all the policies and foundation procedures that apply to 

CFGRB funds and donations.  Thus, there should be no fund applications sent to CFGRB that do 

not comply with CFGRB policies. 

It is very important for affiliate advisory board members or volunteers to discuss with CFGRB 

any potential fund prior to working with a potential donor and before sending in a gift for that 

fund.  No applications for new funds will be accepted without prior approval by CFGRB, and 

CFGRB reserves the right to decline any new application for a fund that has not been approved 

in advance. 

 

Are there changes to Acorn funds? 

Acorn funds have always been available to individual donors, and not to groups or nonprofits.   

It is a fund designed to allow a donor to build toward the minimum endowment amount over 

time.  A donor may open an Acorn fund with $1,000 and will have five years to get that fund to 

$10,000, (a change from ten years in the past).  During that time, the fund is invested as 

endowment but pays no fee and makes no distributions.  An alternative provision must be made 

in the fund application in the event that the fund does not make it to $10,000. 

 

Will Unincorporated Nonprofit Associations (UNAs) or similar entities be able to have 

funds with CFGRB? 

In general, there will be no additional funds opened for unincorporated nonprofit associations or 

other non-501(c)(3) organizations.  Such funds are “fiscal sponsorships,” and require expenditure 

responsibility.  Currently there are existing CFGRB component funds for UNAs and similar 

entities.  Each of these funds constitutes a fiscal sponsorship.  Thus, each must have both a fund 

agreement and a fiscal sponsorship agreement in place.  Any existing fiscal sponsorship 

arrangements will be required to complete a fiscal sponsorship agreement. 

 

In the future, if CFGRB chooses to enter into a fiscal sponsorship arrangement there will be two 

agreements:  a fund agreement for acceptance of gifts and grants and a fiscal sponsorship 

operating agreement.  

 

In addition to compliance with the Fiscal Sponsorship Policy, CFGRB’s Donor and Affiliate 

Initiated Fundraising Policy must be followed. 
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Will affiliates be able to have project funds? 

Each affiliate will have access to one project fund at a time.  That fund will be available for a 

project that is clearly defined, and limited in duration.  The project should be something that is 

“transformational” for the affiliate.  The definition of what is transformational will be dependent 

on the affiliate community in question and may vary from one community to the next (some 

examples might include a new community swimming pool, a bike path, or an expansion of a 

community center, etc.). 

 

Current project funds in existence that benefit geographic affiliates will be reviewed for status, 

and clear project goals and termination dates will be identified. 

 

Can fundraising be conducted for component funds of CFGRB? 

CFGRB must demand compliance with state and federal laws, National Standards, and its board 

policies to protect its nonprofit status, and to protect the interests of its donors and volunteers.   

 

The CFGRB Donor and Affiliate Initiated Fundraising Policy applies to ALL component funds 

of CFGRB, including fiscal sponsorships of projects and non-501(c)(3) groups or organizations, 

affiliate funds, nonprofit endowments, designated funds, and any other fund. 

 

The policy is readily available online on CFGRB’s website, and through the affiliate portal.  All 

fundholders who sign their applications establishing their funds acknowledge that they have 

received and read the CFGRB Fund Information.  In the fund information it states that all 

fundraising activities undertaken on behalf of any component fund of CFGRB must be approved 

in advance by CFGRB and must comply with the CFGRB Donor and Affiliate Initiated 

Fundraising Policy. 

 

CFGRB reserves the right to decline gifts that are a result of fundraising activities that have not 

been pre-approved by CFGRB in accordance with the policy.  Such activities include but are not 

limited to raffles, bake sales, auctions, dinners, written solicitations, and advertisements. 

 

Once again, CFGRB will be strictly enforcing its Donor and Affiliate Initiated Fundraising 

Policy to ensure CFGRB’s ongoing compliance with National Standards and, above all, to 

protect CFGRB’s tax exempt status. 

 

Can affiliates continue to engage in raffles, bake sales, auctions, dinners, etc.? 

Given the heavy regulation of gaming, absolutely no raffles, games of chance or other forms of 

gaming or gambling shall be permitted.  CFGRB’s Donor and Affiliate Initiated Fundraising 

Policy is being reviewed at this time, and all solicitations such as auctions, bake sales, golf 

tournaments and similar events are discouraged.  No gifts will be accepted from such events if 

express written approval from CFGRB is not obtained at least 30 days in advance.  Similarly, 

galas, receptions, dinners, etc. shall be undertaken by an affiliate in accordance with CFGRB 

policy and following approval of the CFGRB. 

 

Again, CFGRB reserves the right to decline gifts that are a result of fundraising activities that 

have not been pre-approved by CFGRB in accordance with the policy.   
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Can component funds apply for grants using CFGRB’s tax identification number? 

At times, fundholders of component funds apply for grants to their fund using CFGRB’s tax 

identification number.  This will not be allowed without advance approval by CFGRB.  Thus, 

any grants applied for without prior approval and without these agreements in place in advance 

will be declined if awarded to CFGRB for a component fund.   In addition to compliance with 

the CFGRB Fiscal Sponsorship Policy, CFGRB’s Donor and Affiliate Initiated Fundraising 

Policy must be followed by all fundholders of component funds of CFGRB. 

 

How are affiliates going to have operating resources? 

CFGRB is ending its practice of fee revenue sharing with its affiliates beginning in 2017.  For 

2016, fee revenue will be shared at one quarter of the applicable fee on any funds identified with 

the affiliate. 

 

Affiliate advisory boards will have to secure independent funding for any work they would like 

to do in their community for promotion of their affiliate.  Funding may come from one or more 

sources such as: 

 Affiliate advisory board giving to operations; 

 Fundraising for operations (an “annual fund” for the geographic affiliate);  

 Sponsorships; and 

 Operating endowment distributions. 

 

Affiliate advisory boards must follow the CFGRB Donor and Affiliate Initiated Fundraising 

Policy when undertaking any fundraising effort. 

 

Will affiliates be able to have contract workers? 

Affiliate contract workers will be addressed on a case-by-case basis.  If an affiliate chooses to 

receive services from CFGRB’s RPS, and the affiliate’s 2016 budget has been approved with a 

contractor in it, a new short term contract will need to be signed between CFGRB and the 

contractor.  Any contractors dedicated to an affiliate will be on a contract basis for an 

independent contractor called an “Affiliate Consultant.”  Such independent contractor may not 

be called “Executive Director” or any other title than “Affiliate Consultant.”   

 

What resources are available to affiliates from CFGRB? 

CFGRB will create an Affiliate Handbook in 2016.  Its purpose is to assist affiliate advisory 

boards with operations, development and to maximize the affiliate relationship with CFGRB.  

The Handbook will contain policies and best practices for the affiliate.  The affiliate portal on 

CFGRB’s website will also continue to be a resource for policies, procedures, best practices and 

sample documents. 

 

Can nonprofits that transfer assets to create endowment get those assets back? 

In the past, CFGRB fund agreements allowed for nonprofit organizations that transfer assets to 

CFGRB to request those assets be returned to the nonprofit.  The granting of such a request was 

predicated on CFGRB board approval.  It also was only allowed after five years from the date of 

the establishment of the endowment. 
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Starting in 2016, to comply with National Standards, CFGRB will no longer offer the 

opportunity to nonprofits to request a return of assets transferred to CFGRB by the nonprofit.  

Nonprofits that transfer assets to CFGRB for an agency endowment do so permanently.  

Nonprofits that transferred assets to CFGRB for an endowment prior to 2016 may still request 

that those assets be returned.  The granting of such a request always remains at the discretion of 

the CFGRB Board of Directors as an exercise of its variance power. 

  

Conclusion 

Transforming our region through the generosity of our donors is the mission statement of 

CFGRB.  The word “region” is intentional. To realize the potential for the greater region, 

CFGRB is becoming more focused on its philanthropic role.  Donors want to restrict their giving 

to their local communities and/or county areas within the greater region of the East Central Iowa 

and West Central Illinois.   A relationship between CFGRB and its affiliates that aligns with 

National Standards for Community Foundations, complies with state and federal laws, and 

operates within policies and procedures assures the CFGRB Board of Directors, donors and key 

stakeholders of sustainable and appropriate operations for all the endowed legacies for the long 

term benefit of our greater regional community.  CFGRB is committed to serving fund holders 

and growing endowment for the greater region which includes affiliate’s geographic areas.  
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Appendix A  

 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

By and between 

 

(  Name of the Geographic Affiliate   )  

and  

the Community Foundation of the Great River Bend 

 

This Memorandum of Understanding (Memorandum) is entered into this        day of   

 , 2016 by and among the Community Foundation of the Great River Bend (CFGRB) and   

    ___________________________  (Affiliate).  

 

WHEREAS, CFGRB is a tax-exempt charitable organization under section 501(c)(3) of the 

Internal Revenue Code and classified as a public charity under Section 509(a)(1) of the Code.  

CFGRB was founded in 1964 by local leaders interested in improving the quality of life in the local 

community.  CFGRB is certified as meeting the National Standards (defined below) as set forth by 

the Council on Foundations.  The CFGRB’s mission is to transform our region through the 

generosity of our donors. 

 

WHEREAS, the CFGRB works with several “geographic affiliates” to promote the goals and 

development of local regions which it serves.  The term “geographic affiliate” refers to a component 

fund or collection of component funds established by CFGRB with CFGRB as the “lead” 

community foundation.  Each geographic affiliate is specified to serve a defined geographic area 

and led by a group broadly representative of the geographic area it serves.  The relationship with 

CFGRB as the “lead” community foundation is outlined in writing and provides CFGRB oversight 

over the activities and governance of the geographic affiliate, fund development strategies with the 

long-term goal of building permanent broad-based/unrestricted resources primarily for its 

geographic area, and advice on grant making and how to undertake local initiatives or priorities. 

 

WHEREAS, Affiliate now desires to be a geographic affiliate of the CFGRB on the terms and 

conditions of this Memorandum.  

 

NOW THEREFORE, it is hereby agreed as follows:  

 

1.  GEOGRAPHIC AREA SERVED BY (NAME OF AFFILIATE) 

The Affiliate serves ________________________ County in the State of    [OR the city of 

________________ and the surrounding area within a ______ mile radius of the city center]. 

 

2.  PURPOSE OF AFFILIATE  

The purpose of Affiliate is to carry out the mission of CFGRB within the above geographic area of 

Eastern Iowa and/or Western Illinois.   

 

3.  AFFILIATE MISSION 

Affiliate may have its own statement of mission, but it must align with the mission of CFGRB.  Any 

such separate mission of Affiliate must be approved by CFGRB, in its sole discretion, in advance.  

 

4.  FUNDS RAISED BY AFFILIATES 

Affiliates broadly engage their local communities to identify local priorities and grow primarily 

endowment that is used to improve the quality of life in their defined geographic area.   
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5.  NATIONAL STANDARDS 

CFGRB is certified as in compliance with the National Standards for Community Foundations®. 

CFGRB as a lead community foundation expects that all activities and practices of each Affiliate 

are in compliance with National Standards for Community Foundations.  CFGRB ensures 

compliance with federal, state, and local laws and regulations. The actions or activities of an 

Affiliate that conflict with or that violate National Standards will endanger CFGRB’s certification 

under National Standards and may endanger CFGRB’s tax exempt status under federal law.  

Affiliate acknowledges that any action or inaction by Affiliate which jeopardizes CFGRB’s exempt 

status or National Standards accreditation may be grounds for termination of the Affiliate/lead 

relationship by CFGRB, in its sole discretion.  In accordance with the National Standards for 

Community Foundations®, if Affiliate is not a component fund of CFGRB, Affiliate acknowledges 

that it may neither use CFGRB’s National Standards accreditation nor refer to it as a part of its 

affiliation with CFGRB. 

 

6.  LEGAL STATUS OF AFFILIATE 

Affiliate is a component fund of CFGRB.  As a component fund, Affiliate does not have any 

separate legal status.  If Affiliate subsequently obtains separate legal status as a 501(c)(3) 

organization, it may request to enter into a separate contractual affiliation agreement with CFGRB 

or request to terminate status as a geographic affiliate.  Upon termination of geographic affiliate 

status, Affiliate’s affiliation with CFGRB will cease.  If that former Affiliate wishes to receive 

services from CFGRB, a fee-for-service contract of affiliation may be negotiated and executed 

governing all aspects of the affiliation relationship.   

 

7.  CFGRB POLICIES 

Affiliate and its advisory board and related activities will abide by CFGRB policies; as such policies 

are revised from time to time.  As component funds of CFGRB, all aspects of the operation and 

management of Affiliate and its activities shall be under the ultimate direction and control of 

CFGRB’s Board of Directors, and subject to the terms of CFGRB By-laws and policies. 

 

8.  GIFTS PROPERTY OF CFGRB 

All gifts, grants, monies, gifts in kind, and any other asset associated with the Affiliate and the 

communities it benefits are the sole property of CFGRB, and subject to CFGRB’s exclusive 

direction and control.   

 

9.  AFFILIATE LEADERSHIP 

Affiliate will have an appointed “Affiliate Advisory Board” consisting of a volunteer committee of 

CFGRB and established to provide leadership for the Affiliate under the supervision of CFGRB’s 

Board of Directors.  The Affiliate Advisory Board will oversee, on a local level, the Affiliate’s 

specific activities, help build funds for the Affiliate area, recommend grants, and represent the 

interests of the Affiliate community in matters related to any of the funds identified with the 

Affiliate at CFGRB.  The Affiliate Advisory Board shall nominate its own candidates to serve on 

the Affiliate Advisory Board, and submit the nominations to CFGRB for approval.  The Affiliate 

Advisory Board may appoint officers as it chooses from among the Affiliate Advisory Board 

members, subject to CFGRB approval.  Affiliate Advisory Board members and officers have no 

legal authority and do not serve in a fiduciary capacity in relation to the Affiliate or any funds 

identified with the Affiliate.  It is understood and agreed that each Affiliate Advisory Board 

member shall receive a copy of this Memorandum on appointment, and whenever this 

Memorandum is revised.   Each Affiliate Advisory Board member must review and, by signature, 

acknowledge that he or she has reviewed and understands this Memorandum, will comply with it, 

and will use his or her best efforts to ensure that all Affiliate activities comply with it.  
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10.  AFFILIATE ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS AS CFGRB VOLUNTEERS 

All Affiliate Advisory Board members serve in the capacity of a volunteer committee member to 

CFGRB.  As volunteers, each Affiliate Advisory Board member must read, sign and adhere to the 

following CFGRB policies, along with any other policies applicable to CFGRB volunteers: 

 

 Confidentiality and Privacy Policy;  

 Conflict of Interest Policy;  

 Code of Ethics and Conduct; and 

 Social Media Policy (not signed). 

 

Any violations of the above-mentioned policies, or any additional policies which are applicable to 

CFGRB volunteers, shall be grounds for reprimand and/or termination of an individual Advisory 

Board Member’s status as a volunteer for CFGRB and Advisory Board Member to Affiliate.   

 

As representatives of CFGRB in their local communities and elsewhere, Affiliate Advisory Board 

members must strive to present CFGRB and all of its affiliates in a positive manner.  If it becomes 

apparent to CFGRB that a positive working relationship is not possible with an individual volunteer, 

or that an existing volunteer relationship is detrimental to the reputation of CFGRB and its 

affiliates, CFGRB reserves the right to terminate the individual’s status as a CFGRB volunteer.   

 

11.  ADMINISTRATIVE OVERVIEW 

Affiliate is not a legal entity and thus is not authorized to independently establish contracts for 

services or enter into any agreements on behalf of Affiliate or CFGRB. No individual or entity shall 

have authority to, and shall not, assume or create any obligation or responsibility, implied or 

expressed, on behalf of or in the name of CFGRB, and shall not bind itself or CFGRB in any matter 

whatsoever, except as previously authorized in writing by CFGRB.  Affiliate does not have the 

authority to use CFGRB’s federal EIN to establish any account, apply for any grant, or for other 

purposes without CFGRB’s prior written approval.  All contracts or agreements of any nature or 

type related to Affiliate activities must be signed by authorized officers of the CFGRB. In the event 

any contract or agreement is signed by an Affiliate Advisory Board member, it shall be treated as a 

personal obligation made by the individual to the other contracting party and shall not be binding on 

the CFGRB. 

 

12.  FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES 

CFGRB must be notified in advance of the commencement of any fundraising activity or any 

Affiliate’s plan for the fundraising efforts and no such fundraising shall be undertaken without the 

advance written approval by CFGRB for any fundraising plans to ensure compliance with legal 

requirements. Any fundraising activities that are not presented to and approved by CFGRB will be 

treated as a personal obligation of the Affiliate Advisory Board members and shall not be binding 

upon the CFGRB.  Furthermore, CFGRB reserves the right to decline any gifts resulting from 

fundraising activities that were not approved in advance by CFGRB and/or do not comply with 

CFGRB’s Donor and Affiliate Initiated Fundraising Policy. 

 

13.  PERSONAL DONOR TAX ADVICE 

Due to the nature and legal conditions of philanthropic work, donors may ask Affiliate Advisory 

Board members for tax-related advice.  Affiliate Advisory Board members must always refer 

potential donors to professional advisors for tax-related or legal questions and shall not give such 

advice in their capacity as an Affiliate Advisory Board member.  All donors and other CFGRB 

constituents must consult with and rely exclusively on their own advisors for tax and legal advice. 
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14.  MARKETING AND ADVERTISING MATERIALS 

All materials, print and electronic, must include prominent markings that the Affiliate is a 

component fund of the CFGRB.  The proper name is “(name of Affiliate), a component fund of the 

Community Foundation of the Great River Bend.”  All such marketing materials shall be presented 

to CFGRB in advance for approval, and shall utilize the CFGRB approved logo. 

 

15.  INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

CFGRB retains ownership of Affiliate names, logos, and other trade or service marks, and will 

provide guidelines and defined terms of usage of said items by Affiliates. 

 

CFGRB retains ownership of data, mailing lists, and any other proprietary data or materials, and 

will provide guidelines and defined terms of usage of said items by Affiliates. 

 

16. GEOGRAPHIC AFFILIATE FUNDS 

Affiliate may have one or more component funds, established to address the needs of the Affiliate 

community and the charitable interests of its donors.  All such funds are the property of CFGRB, 

which shall have the sole discretion and control over the investment, management, and use of funds 

consistent with the charitable purpose of each fund.  Each such fund will be established and 

administered under a separate fund agreement entered into by the donor and CFGRB and may 

consist of any of the following (“Affiliate Funds”): 

1. Unrestricted endowment; 

2. Operating endowment; 

3. Non-endowed operating fund; 

4. Project fund (for pre-approved projects only); and 

5. Iowa County Endowment Fund for Iowa County Endowment Affiliates. 

 

At no time are any such Affiliate Funds considered the property of Affiliate.  Funds established by 

donors that benefit a region served by Affiliate may be listed as part of that Affiliate’s “family of 

funds,” however, such name, inclusion in marketing materials or otherwise does not imply that 

those funds are under the control of Affiliate.  Any representations to that effect may be grounds for 

termination of the geographic affiliate relationship with CFGRB. 

 

It is understood that not all donors who live in or are interested in supporting a charitable cause 

located in a geographic area served by Affiliate will want to be considered part of the work of 

Affiliate.  Donor preference shall be paramount in all cases.  If a donor does not wish to be 

recognized by or included in the work of Affiliate, the donor’s preference is to be respected.  

Similarly, not all funds established by donors will be included in the “family of funds” of Affiliate 

unless the fundholder expressly allows such inclusion. 

 

17.  OPERATING SUPPORT  

Existing operating funds and endowments will remain intact and be used as the first source of 

revenue to fund Affiliate Advisory Board activities related to the promotion and operation of 

Affiliate.   

 

18.  REVENUE SHARE 

For 2016, 0.25% of the fee revenue realized by CFGRB on 2015 Affiliate Fund balances will be 

shared with Affiliate.  Funds that are identified with an Affiliate generally are funds that benefit the 

geographic area served by the Affiliate.  This revenue sharing is subject to change on an annual 

basis by decision of the CFGRB Board of Directors, in its sole discretion, and shall be 
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communicated to Affiliate not less than thirty (30) days prior to any change.  Starting in 2017, 

revenue sharing will be fully eliminated. 

 

19.  ROLE OF THE AFFILIATE ADVISORY BOARD 

Subject to the policies and oversight of CFGRB, an Affiliate Advisory Board will undertake the 

following activities and responsibilities: 

a. Maintain Affiliate operations including: 

 Implement procedures related to the composition and orderly succession of the Affiliate 

Advisory Board, in accordance with best practices for nonprofit governance, including 

but not limited to, a term length of up to three (3) years for officers and directors, with a 

maximum of two (2) sequential terms and a minimum one (1) year hiatus before 

allowing a third or future terms; 

 Provide for the election of an Advisory Board Chair and Secretary.  Additional positions 

may be determined by the Affiliate.  All officer nominations shall be provided to 

CFGRB for approval following nomination by the Affiliate Advisory Board; 

 Provide CFGRB with timely contact information for all Affiliate Advisory Board 

members and communicating any changes in contact information immediately when 

identified; 

 Provide CFGRB with a main Affiliate point of contact from the Advisory Board 

members; 

 Form additional committees or task forces to undertake specific activities (e.g., a grants 

committee, fund development committee, etc.); 

 Develop a regular schedule of meetings with a minimum of four (4) meetings per year 

and a suggested minimum of six (6) bi-monthly meetings per year; 

 Keep abreast of CFGRB policies and procedures to ensure each Affiliate Advisory 

Board member is confident in his or her understanding of such policies and procedures 

and their ability to communicate these policies and procedures to appropriate 

constituencies; 

 Prepare goals and an operations budget to support the goals;  

 Prepare and share with CFGRB timely minutes of all meetings (CFGRB will maintain 

all official records of the Affiliate); and 

 Provide administrative rights to CFGRB for all social media accounts promoting the 

Affiliate. 

 

b. Asset Development and Donor/Fundholder Stewardship: 

 Build permanent endowment funds and appropriate non-endowed funds with primary 

emphasis on unrestricted endowment to meet the charitable needs of the Affiliate 

community (geographic area); 

 Emphasize development of unrestricted gifts that allows for flexible charitable granting 

to support community priorities;  

 Facilitate development of other fund opportunities (e.g., donor advised funds, designated 

funds, and organizational funds) as appropriate;  

 Develop relationships with local professional advisors so they see Affiliate and CFGRB 

as a philanthropic partner in local communities;  

 Develop/capture inspirational stories of how an Affiliate’s donors are helping to improve 

life in the community (impact stories and legacy stories);  

 Undertake appropriate public relations/marketing efforts, working in coordination with 

CFGRB; and 
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 Twice weekly checking of Post Office box, and forwarding within 24 hours any 

donations or other important communications received. 

 

c. Grant making and Community Leadership Activities: 

 Develop grant making guidelines and procedures, including charitable objectives and 

priority areas to guide funding recommendations (unique to each Affiliate) in 

coordination with CFGRB; 

 Promote local grant and scholarship opportunities; 

 Administer grant and scholarship application review, selection, and award events; 

 Utilize the CFGRB online granting system;  

 Provide CFGRB with required records for grant and scholarship directives; and 

 Submit recommendations for grants along with appropriate documentation from Affiliate 

fund(s) to CFGRB’s staff for approval by CFGRB’s Board of Directors.  

 

d. Serve as an information source to CFGRB in regard to the Affiliate area: 

 Inform CFGRB of local nonprofit organizations, individuals, corporations and 

professional advisors that could benefit by knowing more about CFGRB and Affiliate, 

including all pertinent information necessary for development of constituency records 

and mailing lists; 

 Provide CFGRB current information that can be used to update and maintain a portion of 

the CFGRB website regarding Affiliate activities; 

 Help identify specific needs, opportunities, and critical issues in the Affiliate area that 

could benefit from the Affiliate grant making program; and 

 Engage in constructive dialogue about improving the Affiliate programs as a way to 

enhance regional philanthropy. 

 

20.  SERVICES PROVIDED BY CFGRB TO AFFILIATE 

CFGRB shall provide the following services to Affiliate as part of this Memorandum: 

a. Finance and Administration: 

 Completion of annual federal and state tax returns on assets under CFGRB’s 

management (as part of CFGRB’s returns); 

 Annual audit (as part of CFGRB’s audit); 

 Internal control over all assets, including Affiliate component funds; 

 Investment management of all assets, which are under sole ownership and control of 

CFGRB; 

 Distribution of assets to and from Affiliate Funds and/or funds identified with the 

Affiliate for accounts payable or grants;  

 Provide quarterly fund statements and online access for Affiliate Advisory Board Chair 

or other appointed Affiliate Advisory Board member to the Affiliate Funds which may 

include all or any of the following funds: 

 Unrestricted endowment; 

 Operating endowment; 

 Non-endowed operating fund; 

 Project fund (for pre-approved projects only); and 

 Iowa County Endowment Fund for Iowa County Endowment affiliates 

 As official record keeper for Affiliate, CFGRB shall hold the originals of all fund 

documents, grant/scholarship applications and grant reports, as well as all minutes and 

other pertinent records of Affiliate Advisory Board;  

 Maintain all donor records; 
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 Provide quarterly financial reports to Affiliate for Affiliate’s “family of funds” 

(excluding funds, the donors of which wish to remain anonymous); and 

 Provide access to an “Affiliate Portal” through CFGRB’s website, a protected area 

exclusively for use by Affiliate Advisory Board members.  Materials available through 

the Affiliate Portal include policies, best practices, marketing material samples, and 

forms. 

 

b. Program and Grant Making: 

 Assistance regarding best practices in grant making, including assistance with 

preparation of guidelines for grant applicants; 

 Conduct due diligence checks on all grant recommendations; 

 Provide an online grant application system; and 

 Provide consultation to guide community impact efforts. 

 

c. Development and Donor Relations: 

 Consultation regarding planned giving and fund development; 

 Preparation and execution of a fund agreement for every fund established by and/or to be 

identified with the Affiliate specifying the name, scope of charitable purpose, manner of 

distribution and any additional advisors to the fund;  

 Participation of development staff in meetings with major prospective donors when 

deemed appropriate; 

 Acknowledgment/receipting to donors of all gifts to the Affiliate Fund(s) and/or to funds 

identified with the Affiliate for tax purposes, including sending state tax credit 

application when applicable; and 

 Promotion of the Affiliate Fund(s) and/or funds identified with the Affiliate among 

current and new donors to CFGRB through CFGRB’s website. 

 

d. Public Relations and Marketing: 

 Review and final approval of any marketing pieces proposed and written/designed by the 

Affiliate; 

 Assistance with and final approval of press releases about grants from Affiliate Funds 

and/or from funds identified with Affiliate and major gifts to Affiliate Funds and/or 

funds identified with the Affiliate (as requested by the Affiliate Advisory Board in 

coordination with the CFGRB Affiliate staff);  

 Provide web pages within CFGRB’s website dedicated to Affiliate for use and 

coordinate development of Affiliate’s web page(s), online donation page(s) (as 

applicable) and updating of content as requested by Affiliate Advisory Board members; 

and 

 List Affiliate fund(s) and funds identified with the Affiliate in CFGRB’s annual 

report/Web site and possible promotion in CFGRB marketing materials when 

appropriate or applicable. 

 

e. General: 

 Provide orientation of Affiliate Advisory Board Members regarding CFGRB and its role, 

history and mission, basic functions, governance, management, grant making, etc. and 

ongoing support through an “Affiliate Handbook” that is given to each new Affiliate 

Advisory Board member and available through the Affiliate Portal (expected availability 

in third quarter, 2016); 

 Provide a copy of this Memorandum to all new Advisory Board members; 
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 Participation by CFGRB staff in the Affiliate’s goal setting and long-range planning;  

 Provide pertinent information to Affiliates obtained from the Council on Foundations, 

Iowa Council of Foundations, and other related sources;  

 Periodic convening of Affiliates’ representatives to share information, best practices and 

ideas for growing each Affiliate; 

 Provide monthly Affiliate “e-newsletter” with current news and information to assist 

Affiliate Advisory Boards; 

 Handle all matters pertaining to legal claims against or by an Affiliate or initiation of 

legal proceedings regarding gifts; 

 Provide post office box access through a post office box rented by CFGRB with one key 

to be maintained by CFGRB and one to be provided to an appointed Affiliate Advisory 

Board member; 

 Provide an email address for Affiliate through CFGRB’s server in the format of 

“Affiliate@cfgrb.org;” 

 Provide streamlined and centralized phone service to be answered by CFGRB with 

pertinent information communicated directly to Affiliates; 

 Provide an annual review with each Affiliate Advisory Board and reconfirmation of this 

Memorandum. 

 

Additional requests by Affiliate Advisory Boards for services not anticipated at the time of 

execution of this Memorandum will be considered at the time of the request.  Any additional 

requests will be provided at the sole discretion of CFGRB depending on resource availability and 

other factors CFGRB deems relevant.   

 

21.  FEES 

All Affiliate Funds will be charged an administrative fee based on CFGRB’s Administrative Fee 

Schedule, as that Schedule may be amended from time to time without necessity of amending this 

Memorandum.  The following services will be subject to separate fees and will be charged to the 

Affiliate’s budget as incurred: 

 Legal services on issues specific to the Affiliate which are either requested by the Affiliate 

Advisory Board or incurred by CFGRB in administering the Affiliate; 

 Specialized brochures, newsletters and annual reports, and other branded marketing 

materials such as letterhead and note cards; 

 Consulting fees, except as noted above; 

 The pro-rata share of fees charged directly to CFGRB by its investment managers and 

custodians for investing the assets of funds; and 

 Fees related to accepting credit card donations, or automatic debit charges. 

 

22.  PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS 

To avoid confusion and misunderstanding, to protect CFGRB’s tax exempt status, and to preserve 

CFGRB’s certification as meeting National Standards set forth by the Council on Foundations, 

CFGRB must ensure that all donors, potential donors, and stakeholders understand that Affiliate is a 

part of CFGRB, that Affiliate’s operations are subject to the supervision and control of CFGRB, and 

that Affiliate has no independent legal status.  Therefore, all written communications describing an 

Affiliate, soliciting funds for an Affiliate and/or to be identified with an Affiliate, or encouraging 

public involvement with an Affiliate, shall clearly state that the Affiliate is a component fund of 

CFGRB.  Such communications shall include, but not be limited to, websites, brochures, 

fundraising letters, and proposal letters to potential donors and all social media and electronic 

communication methods.  All such communications require prior approval by CFGRB to ensure 
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compliance.  Failure to adhere to this requirement may subject an Affiliate to the termination of the 

Affiliate status.  

 

23.  TERMINATION OF AN AFFILIATE 

Members of an Affiliate Advisory Board help CFGRB to serve its mission and its regional 

communities through their knowledge, contacts, and volunteer service.  CFGRB will strive to guide 

an Affiliate Advisory Board to develop the knowledge and understanding needed to follow the 

mission, legal and ethical standards of CFGRB.  In turn, CFGRB has an expectation that the 

Affiliate Advisory Board will act in good faith to protect the legal and ethical standards of CFGRB, 

follow the Bylaws, Policies and Procedures of CFGRB and not perform any act which would 

contradict or extinguish CFGRB’s tax exempt status. 

 

In the event that an Affiliate Advisory Board demonstrates a breach of the legal or ethical standards 

of CFGRB or refuses to work in good faith within the mission and standards under which CFGRB 

functions, CFGRB Board of Directors may choose to terminate the Affiliate.  Such disaffiliation 

shall be accomplished by terminating this Memorandum, and delivering in writing to the Affiliate 

Advisory Board notice of the intent to terminate the Affiliate relationship.  CFGRB will work in 

good faith with the Affiliate Advisory Board to determine how best to serve the philanthropic needs 

of the geographic region following termination of the Affiliate relationship. 

  

24.  INDEPENDENCE OF AN AFFILIATE 

CFGRB hopes and intends that each Affiliate will remain an active part of CFGRB permanently.  

However, if an Affiliate Advisory Board at any time wishes to become independent or to cease 

operations, CFGRB will work in good faith with the Affiliate Advisory Board to determine how 

best to serve the philanthropic needs of the geographic region.  The Regional Philanthropic Services 

outline provides detailed options for Affiliates Advisory Boards that wish to disaffiliate from 

CFGRB.  The outline also provides detailed processes for disaffiliation.  Termination fees will 

apply as stated in the CFGRB Regional Philanthropic Services outline, which may be amended 

from time to time without amendment of this MOU.  

 

25.  AMENDMENT OF THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

CFGRB reserves the right to unilaterally change the terms of this Memorandum to reflect changes 

in CFGRB policy, procedure or strategy for fulfilling its mission or to unilaterally terminate the 

status of any Affiliate as a geographic affiliate of CFGRB.  CFGRB will communicate all such 

changes in a timely manner to all Affiliate Advisory Board members of record with CFGRB at the 

time the changes are made. 

 

26.  APPLICABLE LAW AND VARIANCE POWER 

This Memorandum shall be governed according to the laws of the State of Iowa.  Furthermore, 

in accordance with Treasury Regulation §1.170A-9(f)(11)(v)(B)(1) CFGRB’s Board of Directors 

has the power to modify the terms of a component trust or fund if a restriction effectively becomes 

unnecessary, incapable of fulfillment, or inconsistent with the charitable needs of the community or 

area served, and any exercise of variance power must be in the best interests of the community 

trust. Treasury Regulations §1.170A-9(f)(11)(v)(E). 

 

27.  CAPTIONS 

The paragraph headings in this Memorandum are for reference and convenience only, and shall not 

in any way limit or amplify the terms and provisions hereof, or affect the interpretation of this 

Memorandum. 
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28.  FURTHER ASSURANCES   

All parties agree to execute whatever additional documents are necessary to implement the terms 

and conditions of this Memorandum. 

 

29.  ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

This Memorandum constitutes the entire agreement of the parties hereto with respect to the matters 

set forth herein, and supersedes all prior agreements, negotiations, or discussions with respect to 

such matters. No prior or concurrent representations or promises of any party hereto or any of their 

respective agents or representatives shall constitute a part of this Memorandum, unless expressly so 

stated herein. 

 

30.  COVENANTS AND CONDITIONS 

Should any covenant or other provision of this Memorandum be held by a court of competent 

jurisdiction to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable by reason of a rule of law or public policy, all 

other conditions and provisions of this Memorandum shall nevertheless remain in full force and 

effect.  No covenant or provision hereof shall be deemed dependent upon any other covenant or 

provision unless so expressly stated herein. 

 

31.  COUNTERPARTS 

This Memorandum may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an 

original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument. 

 

32.  AFFILIATE ADVISORY BOARD ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

This Memorandum is being signed contemporaneously by all Affiliate Advisory Board members at 

the time of adoption of the Memorandum, and will be subsequently signed by each new volunteer 

members of the Affiliate Advisory Board as they join as an Affiliate board member.   

 

NOW THEREFORE, this Memorandum is entered into by and among Affiliate and CFGRB as of 

the date set forth above. 

 

Date:______________________  __________________________________________ 

Signature of Chair of Affiliate Advisory Board 

 

__________________________________________ 

Printed Name 

 

Date:______________________  __________________________________________ 

Signature of Secretary of Affiliate Advisory Board 

 

__________________________________________ 

Printed Name 

Accepted by: 

 

Date:______________________  __________________________________________ 

Signature 

           Sherry Ristau, President & CEO 

     Community Foundation of the Great River Bend 

 

[Signature of Affiliate Advisory Board Members Follows]  
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AFFILIATE ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS SIGNATURES 

 

As members of the Affiliate Advisory Board for Affiliate, we acknowledge that we have received a 

copy of this Memorandum.  My signature indicates that I have received, reviewed, and agree to 

follow the terms of the Memorandum of Understanding for Affiliate Operations with the 

Community Foundation of the Great River Bend. 

 

Date:______________________  __________________________________________ 

Signature of Advisory Board Member 

 

__________________________________________ 

Printed Name 

 

Date:______________________  __________________________________________ 

Signature of Advisory Board Member 

 

__________________________________________ 

Printed Name 

 

Date:______________________  __________________________________________ 

Signature of Advisory Board Member 

 

__________________________________________ 

Printed Name 

 

Date:______________________  __________________________________________ 

Signature of Advisory Board Member 

 

__________________________________________ 

Printed Name 

 

Date:______________________  __________________________________________ 

Signature of Advisory Board Member 

 

__________________________________________ 

Printed Name 

 

Date:______________________  __________________________________________ 

Signature of Advisory Board Member 

 

__________________________________________ 

Printed Name 
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Appendix B 
 

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF THE GREAT RIVER BEND (CFGRB) 

AFFILIATE DISAFFILIATION PROCESS 

 

Refer to: 

 Variance Power in CFGRB By-Laws 

 CFGRB Policy on Portability 

 Common Practices for Iowa Host Community Foundations with Affiliates 

 

A. Disaffiliation from CFGRB by an Affiliate 

To begin the process of disaffiliation from CFGRB, the CFGRB affiliate must first notify 

CFGRB in writing that it no longer elects to receive CFGRB’s Regional Philanthropic Services 

(RPS).  This written notification must contain the signatures of not less than three fourths (3/4) 

of the affiliate’s advisory board members of record with CFGRB on the date the notification is 

received.  Until transition is complete all CFGRB affiliates must have signed the Memorandum 

of Understanding for CFGRB’s RPS to govern the relationship with CFGRB.  The notification 

must state which of the following options has been selected by the affiliate for transition of its 

affiliate status or cessation.  (Option 1 is not listed below as it is to sign the new Memorandum of 

Understanding and continue affiliation with CFGRB).  Following selection of the transition 

model, the affiliate and CFGRB will work together to complete the transition using the following 

outline as a model for the transition: 

 

Option 2 – Obtain separate legal status as a 501(c)(3) public charity and receive National 

Standards accreditation 

During such time as an affiliate seeks to obtain separate legal status as a 501(c)(3) public 

charity and receive National Standards accreditation, the Memorandum of Understanding 

among the affiliate and CFGRB shall remain in effect.  To effect the transition of the affiliate 

to a separate 501(c)(3) public charity, and then receive National Standards accreditation, the 

following shall serve as an outline of the steps which will need to be taken (note:  the 

following steps are only an outline and do not serve as a complete list of all steps which will 

be required to secure such separate 501(c)(3) public charity status, National Standards 

accreditation and disaffiliation): 

 

1. Affiliate shall form a new nonprofit entity, apply for 501(c)(3) status under federal 

law, and receive an Internal Revenue Service 501(c)(3) Determination Letter.  A copy 

of this determination letter must be provided to CFGRB to evidence its separate 

exempt status. 

 

2. CFGRB and the affiliate shall issue a joint communication to fundholders of funds 

that have been identified with the affiliate (i.e., those funds established to benefit the 

geographic area served by the affiliate and funds that have been established by donors 

located within the geographic affiliate, so long as the fundholders have not previously 

expressed a desire to not be identified with the former affiliate) which outlines the 

proposed transition of the affiliate to a new exempt entity and informs the 
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fundholders of the transition progress, outcome, and any implications that the 

transition may have on them as fundholders. 

 

3. After receiving 501(c)(3) exempt status designation, the affiliate shall formally 

request termination of its Memorandum of Understanding with CFGRB in a writing 

that includes: 

a. a resolution signed and approved by three fourths (3/4) of the members of the 

affiliate advisory board on record with CFGRB at the time of the resolution; 

b. a request, if desired, to transfer all or any of the following funds to the new 

501(c)(3) entity – note only the following funds may be requested for transfer 

and the decision to transfer lies in the sole discretion of the CFGRB Board of 

Directors as an exercise of its variance power: 

 non-endowed unrestricted funds 

 non-endowed operating funds 

 project funds 

Any such request for transfer shall include an explanation of how fiduciary 

responsibilities to all donors of those funds will be fulfilled if transferred. 

 

4. CFGRB shall submit the materials presented in 3 above to CFGRB Board of 

Directors at its next regularly scheduled meeting for review and/or approval, in its 

sole discretion and as an exercise of its variance power.  If a transfer is granted by the 

CFGRB Board of Directors, a separate fund agreement shall be entered into between 

CFGRB, as the donor, and the new 501(c)(3) for each of the funds listed in (c) above 

which are approved for transfer. 

 

5. This step applies to Iowa Geographic Affiliates only:  Assuming CFGRB board 

approval has been granted, CFGRB shall notify the Iowa Council of Foundations and 

the Iowa Economic Development Authority (IEDA) that the former affiliate has now 

become a separate 501(c)(3) and is no longer affiliated with CFGRB (see step 9 

regarding Iowa County Endowment Funds, which will require separate notification 

and Step 11).   

 

6. Former affiliate applies for and receives National Standards accreditation (this 

process could take 12 to 18 months or more, depending on the circumstances). 

 

7. Former affiliate formally notifies CFGRB that it meets National Standards and 

provides evidence from the Council on Foundations of National Standards 

accreditation to CFGRB.  Thereafter, if the former affiliate desires, it may request a 

transfer of all or any of the following funds to the newly accredited community 

foundation: 

 Unrestricted funds 

 endowed  

 Operating funds  

 endowed  

 Iowa County Endowment Fund (for those affiliates that participate in 

the Iowa County Endowment Program)  
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Any such request for transfer shall include an explanation of how fiduciary 

responsibilities to all donors of those funds will be fulfilled if transferred.  

 

8. CFGRB shall submit the materials presented in 7 above to CFGRB Board of 

Directors at its next regularly scheduled meeting for review and/or approval, in its 

sole discretion and as an exercise of its variance power.  If a transfer is granted by the 

CFGRB Board of Directors, a separate fund agreement shall be entered into between 

CFGRB, as the donor, and the new 501(c)(3) for each of the funds which are 

approved for transfer. 

 

9. This step applies to Iowa Geographic Affiliates only:  If CFGRB Board of Directors 

grants approval, the IEDA will receive notification of the transfer as follows: 

 

Both CFGRB and the new National Standards accredited foundation will send a letter 

to IEDA stating that the former affiliate/new foundation has met National Standards 

effective on XX date.  If the former affiliate is part of the Iowa County Endowment 

Program, CFGRB must state that the Iowa County Endowment funds for that county 

should now be directed to the new foundation.  The new foundation must state that 

the Iowa County Endowment funds for that county should now be directed to them.  

The President of the Iowa Council of Foundations (ICOF) must be copied on the 

letters.  ICOF maintains files of affiliate documentation, and will need to update the 

ICOF website, and notify the Department of Revenue of any change.  Addresses are 

as follows: 

Mail to: 

Project Manager     Iowa Council of Foundations 

Division of Community Development  6919 Vista Drive 

Iowa Economic Development Authority  West Des Moines, IA  50266 

200 East Grand Ave.  

Des Moines, IA  50309     

 

10. CFGRB will contact all fundholders of funds that have been identified with the 

former affiliate (i.e., those funds established to benefit the geographic area served by 

the former affiliate and funds that have been established by donors located within the 

geographic affiliate, so long as the fundholders have not previously expressed a desire 

to not be identified with the former affiliate).  Each fundholder will be notified of the 

possibility to request a transfer of their fund to the newly accredited community 

foundation under the TRANSFER PROCESS FOR FUNDS IDENTIFIED WITH AN 

AFFILIATE.  All requests are subject to CFGRB Board of Directors’ approval.  

Fundholders will have 9 months to make the request for transfer. 

 

11. This step applies to Iowa Geographic Affiliates only:  Assuming CFGRB board 

approval of any fundholder’s request to transfer their fund to the newly accredited 

community foundation, CFGRB will notify both ICOF and the IEDA of the transfer 

of each fund. 
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Option 3 – Obtain separate legal status as a 501(c)(3) public charity, with no intent to 

receive National Standards accreditation 

This option is NOT available for Iowa County Endowment Program participants, as 

they must be affiliated with a lead community foundation that meets National 

Standards.   

 

During such time as an affiliate seeks to obtain separate legal status as a 501(c)(3) public 

charity, the Memorandum of Understanding among the affiliate and CFGRB shall remain in 

effect (note:  the following steps are only an outline and do not serve as a complete list of all 

steps which will be required to secure exempt status and disaffiliation): 

 

1.   Affiliate shall form a new nonprofit entity, apply for 501(c)(3) status under federal 

law, and receive Internal Revenue Service 501(c)(3) Determination Letter.  A copy of 

this Determination Letter must be provided to CFGRB to exercise its separate exempt 

status. 

 

2.   CFGRB and the affiliate shall issue a joint communication to fundholders of funds 

that have been identified with the affiliate (i.e., those funds established to benefit the 

geographic area served by the affiliate and funds that have been established by donors 

located within the geographic affiliate, so long as the fundholders have not previously 

expressed a desire to not be identified with the former affiliate) which outlines the 

proposed transition of the affiliate to a new exempt status and inform the fundholder 

of the transition progress, outcome, and any implications that the transition may have 

on them as fundholders.  It will also explain that the CFGRB Board of Directors will 

not consider requests to move fundholders’ funds to the new entity because it does 

not meet National Standards. 

 

3.   After receiving exempt status, the affiliate shall formally request termination of its 

Memorandum of Understanding with CFGRB in a writing that includes: 

a. a resolution signed and approved by three fourths (3/4) of the members of the 

affiliate advisory board on record with CFGRB at the time of the resolution; 

b. a  request, if desired, to transfer all or any of the following funds to the new 

501(c)(3) entity – note, only the following funds may be requested for transfer 

and the decision to transfer lies in the sole discretion of the CFGRB Board of 

Directors as an exercise of its variance power: 

 non-endowed unrestricted funds 

 non-endowed operating funds 

 project funds 

Any such request for transfer shall include an explanation of how fiduciary 

responsibilities to all donors of those funds will be fulfilled if transferred. 

 

4.   CFGRB shall submit the materials presented in 3 above to CFGRB Board of 

Directors for review and/or approval, in its sole discretion and as an exercise of its 

variance power.  If a transfer is granted by the CFGRB Board of Directors, a separate 

fund agreement shall be entered into between CFGRB as the donor, and the new 

501(c)(3) for each of the funds which are approved for transfer. 
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5.   This step applies to Iowa Geographic Affiliates only:  Assuming CFGRB Board of 

Directors’ approval has been granted, CFGRB shall notify the ICOF and the IEDA 

that the former affiliate has now become a separate 501(c)(3) and is no longer 

affiliated with CFGRB.   

 

6.   CFGRB will contact all fundholders of funds that have been identified with the 

former affiliate (i.e., those funds established to benefit the geographic area served by 

the former affiliate and funds that have been established by donors located within the 

geographic affiliate, so long as the fundholders have not previously expressed a desire 

to not be identified with the former affiliate).  CFGRB will explain the disaffiliation 

and how each fundholder’s fund will continue to be managed by CFGRB.  No 

component funds other than those listed in (3) above will be considered for transfer to 

the new entity because it does not meet National Standards. 

 

Option 4 – Move to a new lead foundation that has National Standards accreditation 

During such time as an affiliate seeks to transition to a new lead foundation, the 

Memorandum of Understanding among the affiliate and CFGRB shall remain in effect (note:  

the following steps are only an outline and do not serve as a complete list of all steps which 

will be required to affiliate with a new lead foundation): 

 

1. Affiliate shall formally request termination of its affiliation Memorandum of 

Understanding with CFGRB and may request a transfer of its affiliate funds to a new 

lead foundation, in writing that includes: 

a. a resolution signed and approved by three fourths (3/4) of the members of the 

affiliate advisory board on record with CFGRB at the time of the resolution; 

b. evidence of the new lead foundation’s board approval and acceptance of the 

affiliate; 

c. a  request to transfer all or a portion of the following funds to the new lead 

community foundation: 

 non-endowed unrestricted funds 

 non-endowed operating funds 

 project funds 

 endowed unrestricted funds 

 endowed operating funds 

 Iowa County Endowment Fund (if applicable) 

d. a copy of the Internal Revenue Service 501(c)(3) Determination Letter for the 

new lead foundation; and 

e. evidence from the Council on Foundations of National Standards accreditation 

of the new lead foundation. 

 

2. CFGRB shall submit the materials presented in (1) above to CFGRB Board of 

Directors for review and/or approval at its next regularly scheduled meeting, in its 

sole discretion and as an exercise of its variance power.  If a transfer is granted by the 

CFGRB Board of Directors, a separate fund agreement shall be entered into between 

CFGRB and the new lead foundation for each fund approved for transfer. 
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3. This step applies to Iowa Geographic Affiliates only:  Assuming CFGRB Board of 

Director approval, the IEDA will expect to receive notification of the transfer as 

follows: 

 

Both CFGRB AND the new lead foundation shall send a letter to IEDA stating that  

the affiliate has changed lead foundations effective on XX date.  The new lead    

foundation must also attach the new affiliate agreement.  If the affiliate is part of the 

Iowa County Endowment Program, CFGRB must state that the Iowa County 

Endowment funds for that county should now be directed to the new lead foundation.  

The new lead foundation must state that the Iowa County Endowment funds for that 

county should now be directed to them.  The President of the ICOF must be copied on 

the letters.  ICOF maintains files of affiliate documentation, and will need to update 

the ICOF website, and notify the Department of Revenue of any change.  Addresses 

are as follows: 

Mail to: 

Project Manager     Iowa Council of Foundations 

Division of Community Development  6919 Vista Drive 

Iowa Economic Development Authority  West Des Moines, IA  50266 

200 East Grand Ave.  

Des Moines, IA  50309     

 

4. Assuming the new lead foundation is amenable to the possibility of accepting 

additional funds, CFGRB will contact all fundholders of funds that have been 

identified with the former affiliate (i.e., those funds established to benefit the 

geographic area served by the former affiliate and funds that have been established by 

donors located within the geographic affiliate, so long as the fundholders have not 

previously expressed a desire to not be identified with the former affiliate).  Each 

fundholder will be notified of the possibility to request a transfer of their fund to the 

newly accredited community foundation under the TRANSFER PROCESS FOR 

FUNDS IDENTIFIED WITH AN AFFILIATE. All requests are subject to CFGRB 

Board of Directors’ approval.  The fundholders will have 9 months to make the 

request for transfer. 

 

5. This step applies to Iowa Geographic Affiliates only:  Assuming CFGRB Board of 

Director approval of any fundholder’s request to transfer their fund to the new lead 

community foundation, CFGRB will notify both ICOF and the IEDA of the transfer 

of each fund. 

 

Option 5 – Move to a NEW LEAD foundation that DOES NOT HAVE National Standards 

accreditation 

This option is NOT available for Iowa County Endowment Program participants, as 

they must be affiliated with a lead community foundation that meets National 

Standards.   
 

During such time as an affiliate seeks to a new lead community foundation, the 

Memorandum of Understanding among the affiliate and CFGRB shall remain in effect (note:  
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the following steps are only an outline and do not serve as a complete list of all steps which 

will be required to affiliate with a new lead foundation): 

1. Affiliate shall formally request termination of its affiliation Memorandum of 

Understanding with CFGRB and a transfer of its affiliate funds to a new lead 

foundation, in writing that includes: 

a. a resolution signed and approved by three fourths (3/4) of the members of the 

affiliate advisory board on record with CFGRB at the time of the resolution; 

b. evidence of the new lead foundation’s board approval and acceptance of the 

affiliate; 

c. a  request to transfer all or a portion of the following funds to the new lead 

community foundation: 

 non-endowed unrestricted funds 

 non-endowed operating funds 

 project funds 

d. a copy of the Internal Revenue Service 501(c)(3) Determination Letter for the 

new lead foundation. 

 

2. CFGRB and the affiliate shall issue a joint communication to fundholders of funds 

that have been identified with the affiliate (i.e., those funds established to benefit the 

geographic area served by the affiliate and funds that have been established by donors 

located within the geographic affiliate, so long as the fundholders have not previously 

expressed a desire to not be identified with the former affiliate) which outlines the 

proposed transition of the affiliate to a new lead foundation that does not meet 

National Standrads and inform the fundholder of the transition progress, outcome, 

and any implications that the transition may have on them as fundholders.  It will also 

explain that the CFGRB Board of Directors will not consider requests to move 

fundholders’ funds to the new entity because it does not meet National Standards. 

 

3. CFGRB shall submit the materials presented in (1) above to CFGRB Board of 

Directors for review and/or approval at its next regularly scheduled meeting, in its 

sole discretion and as an exercise of its variance power.  If a transfer is granted by the 

CFGRB Board of Directors, a separate fund agreement shall be entered into between 

CFGRB and the new lead foundation for each fund approved for transfer. 

 

4. This step applies to Iowa Geographic Affiliates only:  Assuming CFGRB Board of 

Director approval, CFGRB shall notify the ICOF and the IEDA that the former 

affiliate has now moved to a new lead foundation and is no longer affiliated with 

CFGRB, and that the new lead foundation does not meet National Standards. 

 

5. CFGRB will contact all fundholders of funds that have been identified with the 

former affiliate (i.e., those funds established to benefit the geographic area served by 

the former affiliate and funds that have been established by donors located within the 

geographic affiliate, so long as the fundholders have not previously expressed a desire 

to not be identified with the former affiliate).  CFGRB will explain the disaffiliation 

and how each fundholder’s fund will continue to be managed by CFGRB.  No 
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component funds other than those listed in (1) above will be considered for transfer to 

the new entity because it does not meet National Standards. 

 

Option 6 – Cease operations 

If the affiliate chooses to cease operations, then the affiliate and CFGRB will mutually 

terminate the existing Memorandum of Understanding.  CFGRB will then contact all 

fundholders of funds that have been identified with the former affiliate (i.e., those funds 

established to benefit the geographic area served by the former affiliate and funds that have 

been established by donors located within the geographic affiliate, so long as the fundholders 

have not previously expressed a desire to not be identified with the former affiliate).  CFGRB 

will explain that the affiliate no longer exists and how each fundholder’s fund will continue 

to be managed by CFGRB.  If the affiliate is an Iowa geographic affiliate, CFGRB will notify 

the ICOF and the IEDA that the former affiliate has ceased operations and is no longer an 

affiliate of CFGRB. 

 

B. Transferability of Funds 

Any fund transfer request must be for funds over which the affiliate advisory board has advisory 

capacity only.  The request must be made in writing and signed by not less than three-fourths 

(3/4) of the members of the affiliate advisory board.  Said writing must contain the reason for the 

distribution request, an explanation of how the new organization will fulfill the fiduciary 

obligations of the fund and provide evidence of the new community foundation or entity meets 

National Standards accreditation.  Such fund transfer request shall be reviewed by the CFGRB 

Board of Directors and is at all times subject to the approval by the CFGRB Board of Directors, 

in its sole discretion and as an exercise of its variance power.  CFGRB retains the right to review 

all factors relating to any transfer request, including but not limited to, the charitable purpose of 

the fund, the wishes of the donors and stakeholders, the capacity of the new community 

foundation to invest and manage the assets, and the capacity of the new community foundation to 

administer and distribute the fund to achieve the fund’s original charitable purpose. 

 

Amount that will transfer if a fund is approved for transfer 

Assuming that CFGRB board approval is granted, any component funds approved for transfer 

will be transferred as soon as administratively possible following the approval by the CFGRB 

Board of Directors and execution of the new fund agreement. No transfer will occur until a 

valuation of the fund value can be obtained.  At the present time, valuations are performed on a 

quarterly basis.  The total dollar amount that will transfer, following approval by the CFGRB 

Board of Directors, to the new foundation may or may not equal the value of the total gifts made 

to the funds in part because the market value reflects all gains and losses attributable to those 

gifts after the gifts were invested.  The dollar amount to be transferred will further be reduced by 

any external fees incurred by CFGRB associated with the withdrawal and transfer of such assets, 

and by CFGRB’s internal fees for closing component funds.  

 

CFGRB’s internal fees for closing and transferring component funds 

CFGRB’s fee for closing and transferring funds to a different community foundation or entity, 

following approval of the CFGRB Board of Directors, is 1% of the component fund’s market 

value on the transfer date, with a minimum fee of $300.  This is an administrative fee designed is 

to cover the staff time and other costs incurred by CFGRB in the evaluation of each request and 
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the subsequent transfer costs.  Notwithstanding the above, Iowa County Endowment Program 

funds will not be subject to any fees for transitioning to a new lead foundation in accordance 

with the statewide agreement. 

 

Non-transferability of CFGRB matches 

Any request to transfer funds, if granted, will not include any CFGRB internal interfund transfers 

or matching/challenge grants made by CFGRB from its unrestricted endowment to the 

component funds identified with the affiliate.  These grants were made from CFGRB’s 

Community Impact Endowment, and are essentially investments made by CFGRB as a donor to 

component funds indentified with the affiliate, based on the affiliate relationship. Those 

amounts, and any gains or losses attributable to those CFGRB interfund transfers or matching 

grants, will be withheld by CFGRB and returned to its unrestricted endowment. 

 
This process is a guideline for actions necessary to complete a transfer.  There may be additional 

steps or adjustments made to the process based on individual affiliate circumstances. 

This information is not intended as legal or tax advice.    
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Appendix C 

 

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF THE GREAT RIVER BEND (CFGRB) 

TRANSFER PROCESS FOR FUNDS IDENTIFIED WITH AN AFFILIATE  

 

Refer to: 

 Variance Power in CFGRB By-Laws 

 CFGRB Policy on Portability 

 

All gifts made to CFGRB are irrevocable, and the legal control and responsibility for such gifts 

rest solely with CFGRB.  Donors (individuals, businesses, nonprofits, etc.) to CFGRB make 

these gifts and once a gift is made, the donor relinquishes all future right to control or direct the 

handling of such gift.  The irrevocability and relinquishment of control over the assets given are 

what entitle the donor to take an income tax charitable deduction for the gift. 

 

Funds established by donors living in the area served by a CFGRB geographic affiliate, and 

funds established by donors to benefit the area served by a CFGRB geographic affiliate often – 

but not always – are “identified with the affiliate.”  This simply means that the affiliate can list 

the funds as a part of its “family of funds” that benefits the area the affiliate serves.  The gift and 

fund itself is still a component fund of CFGRB. 

 

In the case of CFGRB funds identified with one of its affiliates, CFGRB appreciates the concept 

that many of the fundholders associate more closely with the affiliate.  If the affiliate desires to 

end its affiliation with CFGRB, CFGRB understands the fundholder of a fund identified with the 

affiliate may want his or her fund to move with the affiliate.   

 

Although CFGRB is under no obligation to do so, it will consider a fundholder’s request to move 

a fund identified with a CFGRB affiliate in certain limited circumstances.  The granting of such a 

request requires the exercise of variance power by the CFGRB Board of Directors.  This variance 

power is an essential feature of community foundations, and provides CFGRB and other 

community foundations, generally, with the power to modify the terms of a component fund if a 

restriction becomes incapable of fulfillment, unnecessary or inconsistent with the charitable 

needs of the area served.  This means the CFGRB Board of Directors must find a fundholder’s 

request to move a component fund necessary to the fulfillment of the fund restrictions and not 

otherwise inconsistent with the charitable needs of the area served.   

 

Any such request to CFGRB must, however, be made by a fundholder of a fund identified with a 

geographic affiliate to move to the fund to the affiliate: 

1. after the geographic obtains separate legal status as a 501(c)(3) public charity and 

receives National Standards accreditation; or  

2. after the geographic affiliate moves to a new lead foundation that received National 

Standards accreditation 
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CFGRB will not consider a request made by a fundholder of a fund identified with a geographic 

affiliate under any of the following circumstances: 

1. If the geographic affiliate obtains separate legal status as a 501(c)(3) public charity, 

but has not received National Standards accreditation 

2. If the geographic affiliate moves to a new lead foundation that has not received 

National Standards accreditation 

3. If a fundholder requests that his or her fund be moved to an entirely different 

community foundation 

 

Requests will not be considered unless and until the geographic affiliate’s transition has been 

approved by the CFGRB Board of Directors as an exercise of its variance power, and proof of 

National Standards accreditation is presented (either accreditation of the new lead foundation 

or accreditation of the former geographic affiliate).   

 

After proof of National Standards accreditation is presented, then CFGRB will contact each 

fundholder of funds identified with the geographic affiliate that chose to transition.  CFGRB will 

collectively inform such fundholders of the transition.  Each fundholder will be given a formal 

request form and notified of a nine month deadline for requesting a transfer of their fund. 

 

A CFGRB component fund identified with a geographic affiliate that is transitioning to a new 

entity that meets National Standards for Community Foundations will be asked to submit the 

following for review by the CFGRB Board of Directors: 

1. the reason for the request to transfer; 

2. a letter from the new entity detailing how fiduciary responsibilities to all donors to the 

fund(s) will be fulfilled; 

3. fund agreement(s) to be entered into by the new entity and CFGRB; and 

4. written board approval/acceptance of the fund(s) by the new entity. 

 

General Considerations 

 

Amount that will transfer if a fund is approved for transfer 

Assuming that CFGRB board approval is granted, any component funds approved for transfer 

will be transferred as soon as administratively possible following the approval by the CFGRB 

Board of Directors and execution of the new fund agreement. No transfer will occur until a 

valuation of the fund value can be obtained.  At the present time, valuations are performed on a 

quarterly basis.  The total dollar amount that will transfer, following approval by the CFGRB 

Board of Directors, to the new foundation may or may not equal the value of the total gifts made 

to the funds, in part because the market value reflects all gains and losses attributable to those 

gifts after the gifts were invested.  The dollar amount to be transferred will further be reduced by 

external fees incurred by CFGRB associated with the withdrawal and transfer of such assets, and 

by CFGRB’s internal fees for closing component funds.  
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CFGRB’s fees for closing and transferring component funds 

CFGRB’s fee for closing and transferring funds to a different community foundation or entity, 

following approval of the CFGRB Board of Directors, is 1% of the component fund’s market 

value on the transfer date, with a minimum fee of $300.  This is an administrative fee designed to 

cover the staff time and other costs incurred by CFGRB in the evaluation of each request and the 

subsequent transfer costs.  Notwithstanding the above, Iowa County Endowment Program funds 

will not be subject to any fees for transitioning to a new lead foundation in accordance with the 

statewide agreement. 

 

Non-transferability of CFGRB matches 

Any request to transfer funds, if granted, will not include any CFGRB internal interfund transfers 

or matching/challenge grants made by CFGRB from its unrestricted endowment to the 

component funds identified with the affiliate.  These grants were made from CFGRB’s 

Community Impact Endowment, and are essentially investments made by CFGRB as a donor to 

component funds identified with the affiliate, based on the affiliate relationship. Those amounts, 

and any gains or losses attributable to those CFGRB interfund transfers or matching grants, will 

be withheld by CFGRB and returned to its unrestricted endowment. 

 

 

This process is a guideline for actions necessary to complete a transfer.  There may be 

additional steps or adjustments made to the process in individual circumstances.  This 

information is not intended as legal or tax advice. 
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